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ABSTRACT
This is a report on the fourth year of the Let's Be

Amigos bilingual project. The project consists of three components:
Model A provides bilingual/bicultural education to En fish- dominant
and Spanish-dominant pupils in prekindergarten through fourth grade;
Model B provides bilingual/bicultural education to Spanish-dominant
pupils, first through third grade; Arriba provides Spanish-language
instruction with English taught as a second language, grades three
through twelve. Part 1 examines program processes and includes:
general evaluation; curriculum reorganization and e,Taluation; and
evaluations of Model B by principals of participating schools. Part 2
studies pupil performance and includes: pup1.1 performance eva/uation;
description of standardized testing; and a study of the effect of
participation in the Arriba program on graduation prevalence. Data
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ABSTRACT

The 1972-1973 LET'S BE AMIGOS Title VII program provided bilingual-
bicultural education to English- dominant and Spanish-dominant pupils in
eleven schools. This was its fourth operational year. The program con-
sisted of three educational components whose aim was to meet the unique needs
of the Spanish-speaking while fostering bilingual-biculturalism among all
participants.

MODEL A provided bilingual - bicultural education to all pupils,
English-and Spanish-dominant, enrolled in prekindergarten through Grade 4
at the Potter-Thomas School. It used team teaching to provide instruction
in both English and Spanish languages to pupils in all subject areas.

MODEL B provided bilingual-bicultural education to Spanish-
dominant children in selected first-,second-, and bird -grade classes. The
instructional procedure was similar to that provided to the Spanish-dominant
group of MODEL A. It was conducted at Miller and Ltllow Schools.

ARRIBA provided instruction in major subject areas in Spanish, and
instruction in English as a second language. It served pupils in Grades 3-12
in Ludlow, Waring, and Southwark elementary schools, Penn Treaty and Stoddart-
Fleisher junior high schools, and Edison, Kensington, Franklin, and Penn
Senior high schools.

During the 1972-1973 school year there were two lengthy teacher
strikes. Despite these two disruptions in the education of the children,
major findings of the current evaluation showed that performance was generally
better, and at no time worse, than preprogram performance.

Spanish reading performance of Spanish-dominant children was
superior to that of preprogram base-line groups in virtually all levels and
components of the program. In the Model School components, this performance
was similar to that obtained in Puerto Rico by 'the test makers.

English language-arts performance of Spanish-dominant children was
at the target in third grade and somewhat behind the target level in fourth
grade (the two only levels in which it was tested).

Standardized test performance of English-dominant pupils was at
least the same as, and often superior to, preprogram baselines.

Spanish reading performance of the English-dominant groups was
far superior to that expected.

In the high schools, the program has been effective in greatly in-
creasing the number of pupils who graduated school.

In addition to these findings, process-evaluation studies revealed
principal's attitudes toward bilingual education, strengths and weaknesses
of the curriculum development, and ways in which some program objectives
needed to be modified.
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SUMMARY OF THE "LET'S BE AMIGOS" PROJECT EVALUATION

The LET'S BE AMIGOS program has been in operation for four years.
As is the case with any complex program, over this time span the evalua-
tions of the program have changed as some questions were answered with
high degrees of confidence in the evaluations of the first years, they
have been replaced by new questions, appropriate for a more mature program.
The early evaluation results are believed to continue to be a fair rep-
resentation of program outcomes, and are therefore still relevant.

This summary provides a review of the major findings in the
LET'S BE AMIGOS pxogram to date. Each study comprising this report is takenup in turn. If a study was a replication of previous evaluative research
in the program, the fact is noted, as are any differences in the outcomes.
Following this summary, major outcomes of previous evaluations not repli-
cated are cited.

Study 1. General Process Evaluation

In the fourth operational year, the t ...ee components of the
Bilingual Program were serving 1,834 students 1,189 in the MODELA
Bilingual School, 170 in the MODEL B Bilingual School program, and 475 in
ARRIBA programs. Of these students 1410 were judged to be Spanish-speaking,
184 were judged to be speakers of both Spanish and English, and 523 were
judged to be speakers of English. (Data are lacking for the remaining fewstudents.) The English-speaking pupils were virtually all partic!pants in
MODEL A; MODEL B and ARRIBA students were nearly all Spanish-speaking.

The MODEL A program operated in the Potter-Thomas School, pre-
kindergarten through fourth grade, with teams of English- and Spanish-
speaking teachers working with the pupils, In the early grades instruction
was predominantly in the mother tongue. As pupils matured, increased con-tact with the second language was built into the program.

Two schools -- Miller and Ludlow--had first- through third-gradeclasses which comprised the MODEL B component. The course of study wassimilar to that of MODEL A for Spanish-dominant pupils. Spanish-speaking
teachers worked with classes of pupils dominant in the teacher's mothertongue. Itinerant second-language specialists worked with the pupils in
their specialty--English as a second language.

Eight schools--two elementary, two junior high, and four senior
high schools--comprised the ARRIBA program. This served primarily Spanish-speaking
pupils who could benefit from, or wanted instruction in, their mother tongue.At all levels courses were offered in Spanish as a first language, English
as a second language, social studies in Spanish, and science in Spanish.
The content of the courses varied with grade level and was (where possible)
similar to the English-language program studied in the Philadelphia schools.At the elementary and junior high schools pupils served by the program tookall subjects offered for their grade levels. At the high school levelpupils could select courses from among those offered by the program. Inone high school--Kensington--some

commercial courses in Spanish were addedto the ARRIBA component during the 1971-1972 year and were continued in
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1972-1973.

During 1972-1973 there were two uncontrollable events which
possibly affected pupil performance and made it atypical: two citywide
teacher strikes resulted in extensive closing of schools, and the illness
and death of one of the program supervisors left f void in the program
management which could not be filled completely.

Principals decided to drop English-speaking pupils from partici-
pation in the MODEL B program. Study 4 (See below) describes the principals'
action in detail.

Study 2. Reorganization of MODEL A and MODEL B Micro-objectives

Micro - objectives are the individual behavioral bits which the
Model School components are designed to teach. In each of the preceding
years, as these components cycled upward through the grades, new and sup-
posedly more difficult objectives were adopted for the added grade levels.
By the beginning of the fourth year, it appeared that the micro-objectives
were not in the optimal order for an orderly instructional program. This
study shows how expert teachers reordered the micro-objectives into a
continuous scale. In all subject areas, the agreement among raters was very
high. Results showed that in two areas--language arts (first and second
language) and social studies--the order in which these teachers felt material
should be mastered was quite different from that appearing in the original
sequence. This suggested that revision of the curriculum sequence was needed.

Study 3. Evaluation of Social Studies and Science materials

Materials developed for the junior high school social studies and
science curricula were evaluated through criterion-referent testing of
seventh-grade pupils w:lo worked with them. Results showed that the materials,
as they were taught by the program staff, did not result in adequate per-
formance. Careful review of the materials and the teaching procedures used
was suggested.

Study 4. Principals' Perceptions of MODEL B.

MODEL B has been the most difficult component of the LET'S BE
AMIGOS project to implement. This study attempted to gain insight into
the difficulties by reviewing the component with four principals who have
or have had the program in their schools. The major finding was that three
of the principals who have worked with this component generally feel uneasy
about the instruction in a language other than English, especially when
the instruction involves English-speaking pupils and when the instruction
is more than a temporary measure to meet the needs of children with problems.

The fourth principal dropped the program when the number of
Spanishspeaking pupils fell below earlier expectations. This fourth princi-
pal has maintained some bilingual instruction supported by her own school's
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regular funds to meet the needs of the few Spanish- speaking pupils on roll.

Study 5. Kinder erten and Prekindergarten Pu il Performance in MODEL A

Both English-dominant and Spanish-dominant kindergarten pupils
were tested using tht Philadelphia adiness Test in the pupils' mother
tongues. Both pupil grc/Ins were 1 arming better than the preprogram
base-line groups. This was a replication of performance found in the first
and third years of program operation, and was superior to pupil performance
in the program's second operational year.

In addition to the Philadelphia Readiness Test, a newer instru-
ment--the Boehm Test of Basic Concepts--was tried. In the Spanish-dominant
group, pupils were at the 50th percentile (Low S.E.S. norms). English-
dominant pupils were at the 65th percentile; but variation in the testing
procedures used might account for the observed differences.

Within the kindergarten group, a special an-day kindergarten
(consisting mainly of pupils with prekindergarten experience) was held.
Results with both the Philadelphia Readiness Test and th4 Boehm rest showed
highly superior levels of performance, with Boehm average scores at the
75th percentile (Spanish-dominant) and the 70th percentile (English-dominant).

Use of part of the Boehm test in the prekindergarten suggested
that there was enough variability in scores to make it useful in discrimina-
ting candidates for all-day kindergarten from those who should be enrolled
in regular kindergarten.

Study 6. Standardized Testing of Pu ils in Second Tbrou h Fourth Grades

This testing examined performance of program participants on
norm-referenced instruments which measured reading and (in English) other
skills. Results showed that in all components (except for a small group
of ARRIBA pupils in fourth grade) Spanish-dominant pupil performance in
Spanish was about good as that of pupils in rural Puerto Rico (mean scores
ranged from the 40th to the 65th percentile). This compared with base-
line performances which ranged from the 5th to the 35th percentile.

English-dominant pupil performance in English was significantly
higher than the historical base-lines in the second grade, and about equal
to that of the base-line groups in the third and fourth grades.

In the second language, Spanish-dominant pupils performed at
expected levels in the third grade but were below the anticipated levels in
the fourth grade.

Fourth-grade English-dominant pupils' performance in Spanish was
surprisingly good, with pupils performing like third-grade native Spanish
speakers.
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Results showed that, despite the interruptions due to the strikes,
Spanish-language performance in the second- through fourth-grade levels was
better than anticipated and better than observed in previous years. English-
language performance was about the same as that of pupils in the base line
despite: these disruptions.

Study 7. Standardized Testing of Reading in Junior High ARRIBA

This study replicated proceeures used in the 1971-1972 school
year to assess Spanish reading performance. The pupils in the seventh and
eighth grades of the program were substantially above the brae line, but not
quite so good as in the 1971-1972 school year, possibly due to the strikes.
In contrast, pupils in the ninth grade performed better than the relatively
low level of pupils in the program last year.

study 8. Effect of ARRIBA Participation on Grey. -tion Rate

In two previous evaluations, it was found that the dropout rate
of pupils in the program was reduced during the school year. This study
demonstrated that the observed reductions were maintained over the years,
increasing the number of pupils who graduated. The percentage of pupils
graduating in 1973 was computed for Spanish-dominant pupils who had been in
the program in tenth grade and those who had not. Among Spanish-dominant
pupils attending the four high schools served by the program, participants
were four times as likely to graduate as were pupils not participating.
Citywide, pupils in the program were nearly twice as likely to graduate as
were nonparticipating Spanish-dominant pupils.

Major Findings in Previous Reports

Previous reports have shown some other facts, not studied daring
1972-1973:

1. Pupils mastered arithmetic and writing skills at or above
levels specified in objetives on specially designed criterion tests (MODEL A).

2. Teachers believe that pupils show more adaptive classroom
behaviors when in classes in which their mother tongue is the medium of
instruction (MODEL A).

3. Pupils in the program tend to have more improved grades and
behavior ratings than control pupils (ARRIBA).

4. Parents, teachers, and principals have generally been sup-
portive of the program and have wished that the children continue to par-
ticipate in it.

9
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Conclusion

Overall results show that the LET'S EE AMIGOS project has
improved performance of most Spanish-speaking participants in most areas
examined. The project has, as a minimum, introduced English-speaking
children to a second language without apparent harm, and has frequently
enhanced their performance in some academic areas in English.
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STUDY I

GENERAL PROCESS EVALUATION

In the first two evaluation reports prepared for the LET'S BE
AMIGOS program, confluent was made on individual process objectives.
Beginning with the third year, process evaluation has focused on specific
issues which arose during the school year and'required attention.
This year's evaluation information is again being presented in three
ways as it was last year. Data gathered in time for the continuation
proposal, appeared in that document (See the LET'S BE AMIGOS Continua-
tion Proposal, 197 -1974); data not available for the continuation
proposal or which needed to be updated at the end of the year appear
in this study. In addition, questions which were examined extensively
are presented as separate studies in this report (Studies 2, 3, and 4).

Description of the Components

MODEL A. The MODEL A program continued to operate at the
Potter-Thomas School, where it encompassed prekindergarten through
fourth-grade classes, the last of these being new during the fourth
operational year.

The MODEL A program plan was to team - teach, with native
English-speaking teachers and native Spanish-speaking teachers (nearly
all of whom had at least working knowledge of both languages) teaching
pairs of classes. Pupils in each pair of classes met in linguistically
mixed or homogeneous groups, with most instruction in homogeneous,
mother-tongue groups in the lager grades end greater amounts of second-
language contact in both homogeneous and mixed groups in the upper grades.

During the typical school day, pupils moved between teachers
in the team, assuring that each child had some experiences in this mother
tongue and his second language and in ethnically hcmogeneous and ethni-
lally diverse groups. The curriculum specified materials to be used,
global pupil-performance goals to be obtained, and micro-objectives
describing tasks that pupils should have been able to rerform.

As the pupils progressed through the grades, their contact
with the second language was to increase fzom 10% of the school day at
the beginning of the prekindergarten, kindergarten, and first grade to
one-half day in each language in third and fourth grades. The pre-
kindergarten and regular kindergarten levels of the program met for a
half-day of school; the other levels had full-day programs.
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Beginning in the second operational year, a special all-
day kindergarten program was developed in which pupils began reading
preprimer materials in their mother tongue. This plan was maintained
in 1972-1973, and alumni of the 1971-1972 all-day kindergarten were
enrolled in a specially enriched first-grade curriculum.

An innovation in the MODEL A program developed in 1972-1973
was the initiation of out-of-grade instruction, especially in the second
language. As the program cycled upward, pupils who had not had bilin-
gual educational experience entered the classes. These pupils were
assigned to the teachers working at the Appropriate instructional level
in their first and second languages even if most pupils in the teacher's
class were at another grade level

MODEL B. This program sought to bring a bilingual school
experience to smaller groups of English and Spanish-speaking pupils with-
in a school which was not reorganized as a bilingual program. According
to the original plan at each site, at least two classes in one grade
level--one class consisting of Spanish-dominant children and one consisting
of English-dominant children --were to participate in the program. Classes
received second-language i :struction from specialists in those sub-
ject areas. The classroom teachers had to be native speakers of the
language in which they instructed the students.

This program was in operation in the Miller and Ludlow elemen-
tary schools. The MODEL B program was withdrawn from the Bethune-
Wright school because there were fewer Spanish-speaking pupils in the
school than anticipated.

In 1972-1973, the MODEL B program did not operate in accorf-
dance with the above plan, because principals withdrew their English-
speaking children from the program. Detailed discussion of the principals'
actions is included in Study 4.

The instructional program and objectives of MODEL B
paralleled those of MODEL A, except that new curricular materials pre-
pared in Miami by the Spanish Curriculum Development Center were used
extensively in MODEL B.

ARRIBA. The ARRIBA program continued during the third
operational year to offer grade-level-appropriate instruction using
the Spanish language in science, mathematics, social studies, and
Spanish as a first language. English as a second language also was
provided for students at all sites, as in previous years.

2
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Pupils in Grades 3-12 were served, w th the instructional
format articulated to meet the demands of each instructional level. In

the elementary school the program was operated in self-contained class-
rooms. In the junior high school, where pupils moved from class to
class for each subject, students were in Bilingual Program classes for
part of the day and received instruction with Anglo classmates for the
remainder. In the senior high school students had individual rosters,
permitting the selection of courses from among those offered by the
ABRIBA component.

The ARRIBA program was operational in Ludlow, Waring and South-
wark elementary schools, Stoddart-Fleisher and Penn Treaty junior high
schools, and William Penn, Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Edison, and Kensing-
ton high schools. Southwark school was added to the program when classes
from Waring elementary school were bussed there in order to improve
integration.

a 1

Pupils Served

At the end of the 1972-1973 school year the three components
of the Bilingual Program were serving a total of 1,834 students. Of
those who answered the questionnaire, 1,110 said that they spoke mainly
Spanish in their homes, 184 said that they spoke both Spanish and
English, and 523 spoke mainly English. Seven hundred thirty-eight
students were born in Puerto Rico, 925 wi;re born on the United States
mainland, and 31 were born in Spanish-speaking areas other than Puerto
Rico.

There were 1,189 students in MODEL A, 571 speaking mainly
Spanish, 88 speaking both Spanish avid English, and 515 speaking mainly
English. In MODEL B there were 170 students, 146 of whom spoke mainly
Spanish at home and 24 of whom spoke both English and Spanish. Of the
475 students in the ARRIBA program, 393 spoke mainly Spanish at home,
72 spoke both Spanish and English, and 8 spoke mainly English.

School Disruptions

The program operation was disrupted by two teacher strikes,
and the illness and death of one of tY program supervisors

Many class days during 1972-19,3 were lost due to an extensive
teachers' strike. Schools opened 17 days late on September 29, and
were virtually closed for 38 days between January 8 and February 28.
Sixteen days were made up by keeping schools open on holidays, during

- 3 -
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regular vacation periods, and throughout the month of June. Because
striking occurred at two different times during the year, instruction
was segmented and students did not have an opportunity to really settle
into a long period of school. The project director felt that two weeks
of progress were lost for every week during which schools were closed.
The evaluation was affected in that end-of-year testing was delayed as
long as possible in an effort to allow a maximum of instructional time
before tests were administered. The planned log study was omitted
because the updating of micro-objectives could not be completed early
in the year because teachers were striking, and because the time required
to test the students with this instrument seemed excessive in view of
instructional time already loon.

The program suffered a great loss in the illness and death
of Ramona Rodriguez, who had supervised the ARRIBA teacher training and
curriculum development. The temporary adjustments which were made in
supervisory roles due to her illness could not compensate for the
experience and skill which she brought to this role. Her loss will con-
tinue to be felt by all involved in the program.

Program Operational Cost

Table 1.1 shows the estimated expenditures from Title VII funds
for operating the LET'S BE AMIGOS program (excluding evaluation and
audit costs). These remained ILirtually the same as those occurring in
the 1971-1972 school year ($165 per pupil) as rising salaries were offset
by periods for which striking personnel were not paid and the payment
of increased numbers of faculty teachers out of the School District's
general operating budget. The figure represents a considerable reduction
over the costs of two years ago (See Offenberg et al., 1973, p.iv)
when the costs were about $340 per pupil.

Community Relations Activities

As most community-relations activities were reviewed in the
1973-1974 proposal, only an abstract is presented here. This abstract
has been updated to include events through the end of the fiscal year.

During the 1972-1973 school year numerous of gatherings were
attended by pupils, parents, and staff. The Bilingual"Program initiated
10 holiday celebrations, six meetings involving bilingual teachers, 13
activities which shared information related to needs of the community
and services being offered, and 10 meetings (some of which were for

- 4
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planning) for parents of children in the Bilingual Program.

Ninety-eight activities of other community groups not directly
related to the Bilingual Program received participation, including
events to promote awareness, understanding, and cooperation in the com-
munity, cultural events, and meetings to give tribute to groups and
individuals.

Curriculum Development

Objective 1.5 of the ARRIBA component stated that, where
needed, curriculum materials would be developed for that component.
Since the initiation of the program, curriculum materials have also been
developed for the MODEL A and MODEL B programs, although no specific
objective in the proposal mandated that this be done.

During the fiscal year ending in June 1973, curriculum
writing involved 11 teachers working in the program and six teacher_
specialists who were with the Philadelphia schools but not teaching
in LET'S BE AMIGOS. The emphasis in curriculum development has
Changed from primarily development of new materials to adaptation of
existing English-language materials where possible and preparation of
new materials only when necessary. According to the coordinator of
curriculum development, this change in emphasis was due, in part, to
problems discussed it Study 3, which focuses on evaluation of some
original materials.

The following completed materials were adapted from School
District of Philadelphia curricular materials and are available for
tryout:

. LA VIDA EN LAS CIUDADES, PUEBLOS Y FINCAS DE PENSILVANIA.
Social studies teacher's guide for the intermediate
grades (4 through 6)

. COMO EL AMBIENTE FISICO AFECTA LA FORMA DE VIDA EN EL
HEMISFERIO OCCIDENTAL. Social studies teacher's
guide for the intermediate grades

. SCIENCE FOR THE INTERMEDIATE GRADES.: ELECTRICITY AND

- 6
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MAGNETISM (IN SPANISH) . Teacher's guide

. SCIENCE FOR THE INTERMEDIATE GRADES: SOUND (IN
SPANISH). Teacher's guide

. LA TIERRA EN EL ESPACIO (UNITS Z,II, AND III).
Teacher's guide for the intermediate grades

. SCIENCE FOR THE INTERMEDIATE GRADES: SUPPLEMENTARY
MATERIAL FOR MAGNETISM, ELECTRICITY (and other units
yet to be translated). Teacher's guide.

In addition to the adaptation of existing School District
materials, one set of Spanish-as-a-first-language materials was adapted
from other sources:

. LA LITERATURA PUERTORRIQUERA contains a short story,
two plays, and a novelette, all adapted for use in the
classroom.

The following original materials were released for dis-
tribution during 1972-1973:

. TU Y TU VIDA: LA SOLEDAD is an intermediate-grade
material designed to give Spanish-speaking pupils infor-
mation about dangerous drugs. It consists of a teacher's
guide and a workbook.

. MIS PRIMEROS PASOS CON LAS VOCALES is a teacher's manual
and two workbooks designed to develop reading readiness
in Spanish (in the prekindergarten, kindergarten, and
first grade). Development of these materials was begun
several years ago, but the final version was prepared
for release in 1972-1973.

. HIS PRIMEROS PASOS A LA LECTURA is a student workbook,
designed for use with the primer levels of the Laidlaw
Reading Series in Spanish. It is meant for kindergarten
and first grade.

. PUERTO RICAN HISTORY AND CULTURE: A TEACHER'S RESOURCE



UNIT is an English-language set of materials to be used
by teachers, both within and outside the program. It is
designed for junior high school pupils.

As was the case in past years, a curriculum-evaluation check-
list was developed for use in determining whether materials were being
produced which met quality criteria established for the program. This
year's checklist (shown in Table 1.2) contains some questions added to
those used in the past, in order to improve control of the curriculum-
development process (Questiolts,2, 3, 14, 15, 16 and 17). The ratings
were made by the project's coordinator of curriculum development.

TABLE 1.2 COORDINATOR OF CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT'S REVIEW OF 11 SETS
OF MATERIALS COMPLETED AND RELEASED IN 1972-1973

Characteristic

1. Appropriateness for
intended grade level(s)

2. Intended grade level(s)
indicated on cover

3. Subject matter area indi-
Gated (if not clear from
title itself)

4. Appropriate for students'
cultural background, in-
terest level, and
experiential field

5. Appropriate for students'
previous knowledge in the
subject matter

No. of Units
Having

Character-
istic

Not Having
Character-

istic

Characteristic
not

Applicable

10 0 1

8 2 1

8 2 1

9 1 1

5 0 6
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TABU 1.2 (cont'd)

Characteristic

No. of Units
Having Not Having Characteristic

Character- Character- not
istic istic Applicable

6. Specific behavioral
objectives clearly
stated at beginning
of each section or
lesson

7. Sequential organization
and structure

8. Testing procedures and
materials included

9. Reasonable variety of
learning activities

10. Provision for individual
rate of learning

11. Provision for enrichment
or extended practice
activities

12. Availability of audio-
visual or other equipment
needed to teach the unit

13. Aids and materials needed
to teach unit: how teacher
may make them or where
available

6 4 1

8 0 3

3 7 1

9 1 1

4 6. 1

7 3 1

7 0 4

7 0 4



TABLE 1.2 (cont'd)

14. Unit is

4 completely original

1 adapted from commercial material

6 translation of unit of School District of Philadelphia

15. Material is

6 teacher's guide

1 student workbook

4 both teacher's guide and student workbook

16. An additional translation of unit would be valuable

2 in English

O in Spanish

9 translation already exists in needed language

17. Approval for copyrighted materials included in unit

O needed

11 not needed

O already obtained in writing



As can be seen in the table, the completed materials meet,
for the moat part, the demands of the curriculum-development process.
The two areas in which most of the materials fail to meet them are
Items B and 10: most materials did not include adequate testing pro-
cedure and most did not include provision for individual rates of
learning. According to the curriculum-development coordinator, these
deficiencies developed because the English materials used in producing
the Spanish versions also lacked these elements. However, a lack of
testing procedures was also characteristic of other project-developed
materials in previous years.

Several other sets of materials were also being developed
during 1972-1973, but were not yet completed or released for general
distribution:

. ENGLISH: YOUR SECOND LANGUAGE, for ESL, in Grades 5-7

. EL RECIAN LLEGADO, GIGANTES BORINCANOS, UNA CARTA,
BUSCANDO EMPL20, SALIENDO DEL CINE, UN COMPROMISO
FORMAL revision of Muckley units for SFL in Grades
10-12

. ROBERTO CLEMENTEEL HOMBRE, EL ATI.:TA, EL HERDE, for
in SFL, Grades 10-12

. LET'S READd A PROGRAM OF READING READINESS Ici THE
ELEMENTARY GRADES for ESL in Grade 3

. CANCIONES INFANTILES for social studies in prekinder-
garten through Grade 2

. HABLENDS, NINOS., Level D SFL in Grades 2-3

. TU Y TU VIDA PT. II for drug education and social
studies in Grades 4, 5, 6

. MIS PRIMEROS PASOS CON LAS CONSONANTES Y LAS SILABAS
for SFL in Grades K-2

22



Summer Institute

A Summer Teacher-Training Institute was held in conjunction
with Temple University. The institute was designed to train native
Spanish-speakers with two years of college. Upon completion of the
program, participants were awarded emergency certification by the State
of Pennsylvania. Twenty teachers were trained in the 1972 summer insti-
tute for Spanish-speaking professionals. All twenty completed the
program and were employed in the various bilingual programs in the city.

Evaluators' Comment

The changes reported in the foregoing sections generally
reflect evolution of the program and continued progress in fulfilling
the plans set in the proposal documents. However, two events reported,
the strikes and the death of Mts. Rodriguez, were expected to have
major impact on the performance of the student target groups. It is
therefore important that the reader keep in mind that the 1972-1973
year was atypical--a fact that was likely to temporarily reduce the per-
formance of the student participants.

- 12 -



STUDY 2

REORGANIZATION OF MODEL A AND MODEL B MICROmOBJECTIVES IN LANGUAGE ARTS
SCIENCE, SOCIAL STUDIES, AND MATHEMATICS INTO A CONTINUOUS SEQUENCE

Since the inception of the Bilingual Program LET'S BE AMIGOS,
instruction has been guided by the Pupil Logs, a set of lists of micro-
objectives used in MODEL A and MODEL B in koth first-and second-language
instruction in language arts, social studies, science, and mathematics.
Each year new micro-objectives were added as the program cycled upward
through the grades, and each grade level had its own specific list of
items. Each year (see Offenberg 1971, 1972, 1973) students were tested
with the list of micro-objectives specified for their grade, from pre-
kindergarten to grade three. One problem with these logs was that
they were not internally consistent, i.e., some objectives which were
assigned to higher grade levels appeared to teachers to be easy, and
others assigned to early grades appeared to be difficult. One aim of
the present study is to put the objectives in order of difficulty.

During the 1971-1972 school year, it became apparent that the
infusion of new students into the program at various grade levels reduced
the fit of the grade-level-by-grade-level list of micro- objectives with
the instructional program as it was being implemented.

These problems indicated a need for the adoption of a "con-
tinous primary" approach to program evaluation--an approach which permits
pupils to work through their curriculum at a pace consistent with their
past experiences and abilities.

When in the 1972-1973 school year prolonged teacher strikes
forced a reduction in the amount of testing which could be carried out,
application of the logs was temporarily dropped. Instead, a revision
of the log was undertaken in anticipation of 1973-1974.

The purpose of this revision was to change the log instruments
from a year-by-year format to a set of micro- objectives which increase
monotonically in difficulty in each subject area.

To accomplish this task, teachers with expertise in each
curricular area (language arts, science, social studies, and mathematics)

24
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were asked to put objectives in what they considered to be the appro-

priate order.

Next year, the newly organized logs will be administered to
pupils in various grade levels with various amounts of Bilingual Program
experience. The revised log will then permit description of these diverse
sets of student groups on a oommon scale, and thus enable the project staff
to assess the impact of the program on the various groups.

Procedure

Evaluation

In order to reorganize the items in the logs, teachers who
knew the subject areas represented by micro-objectives were asked to
review them and order them from those which should be taught first to
those which should be taught late:. Supervisors designated a total of 16
teachers who were the most familiar with teaching the areas.

As shown in Table 2.1 there were between three and five teachers
to rate the items in each subject area.

TABLE 2.1 NUMBER OF RATERS BY SUBJECT AREA

Subject Area

...1
No. of Raters

Mathematics

Science

Language Arts

Social Studies

4

5

4

3

Total 16

2'
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In the oriynal logs. some micro-objectives appeared more than
once because the initial classification by language and grade level
permitted repetition. When the repetitions were eliminated, there were
252 distinct concepts. As in the original classification of the micro-
objectives, these concepts were categorized by content into four subject
areas -- mathematics, science, language arts, and social studies--and a
deck of cards was prepared for each. The number of items in each of the
four decks is shown in Table 2.2.

TABLE 2.2 NUMBER OF ITEMS BY SUBJECT AREA

Subject Area No. of Items

Mathematics

Science

Language Arts

Social Studies

74

29

79

70
Total 252

Sufficient copies of the decks were made for the raters in the
subject areas, and each deck was shuffled to remove any ordering of the
micro-objectives. The teachers were asked to order the micro-objectives
from those which should be taught first to those which should be taught
last. They were told to do so in the way that would be fairest, regard-
less of the mother tongue of the grade level of the pupil to be tested.
They worked independently, each teacher making the judgment without con-
sultation with other teachers rating the same objectives.

Analysis

Analysis of the data was designed (a) to see if there was suffici-
ent agreement among teacher-raters to determine a clear ordering which
could be used in the program, and (b) to determine the best ordering once



BEST ttri watais.

this was established. The specific analysis for each of the four subject

areas was as follows:

1. Each teacher's responses were ranked, assigning the
number I to the micro-Objective to be taught first,
2 to the one to be taught second, etc.

2. The Kendall coefficient of concordance W was calculated
to assure that the ranks given by the teachers for each
area were similar (See Segal, 1956, pp. 229-238).

3. The mean of the ranks assigned by the teachers to each
item was calculated and the micro-objectives were reordered
according to these means.

Results

As shown in Table 2.3, there was high agreement in the teachers'
decisions in ordering micro-objectives from those to be taught first to
those which should be taught later in the program.

TABLE 2.3 STRENGTH OF AGREEMENT AMONG RATERS

Subject Chi-
square*

......mmomm--

df p

Mathematics .82 239.44 73 .001

Science .85 119.00 28 .001

Language Arts .87 288.84 83 .001

Social Studies .90 186.30 69 .001

*Chi-square equivalents were calculated in order to show the
level of significance of the coefficients.

To test the significance of W, chi-square equivalents were
computed. The chi-square values in the table show that the agreement in
the ranking of the items in each subject area was high enough to be sta-
tistically significant: none could be due to chance more than once in

"I*

27
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1,000 times. Tables 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7 show the micro-objectives
for the four subject areas in order of their mean rant. The tables
also show the original grade level at which each micro-objectives first
appeared in the program of pupil work in the first language. Many of
these objectives were introduced in later grade levels in the second
language in the original logs.

28
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TABLE 2.4. SEQUENCE OF MICRO-OBJECTIVES FOR LANGUAGE
ARTS

Micro-Objective bri9inal Level*

1. What is your name? Prekindergarten
2. Touch your eyes. Prekindergarten
3. Touch your nose. Prekindergarten
4. How old are you? Prekindergarten
5. Touch your feet. Prekindergarten
6. Touch your head. Prekindergarten
7. Identify mouth. Kindergarten
S. Identify ears. Kindergarten
9. Identify teeth. Kindergarten
10. Identify hands. Kindergarten
11. Identify face. Special First Grade
12. Identify fingers. Kindergarten
13. Identify arms. Special First Grade
14. Identify legs. Special First Grade
15. Where do you live? (Complete sentence) Kindergarten
16. When you look, you use your (eyes). Prekindergarten
17. When you run, you use your (lege) Prekindergarten
18. Identify red. Prekindergarten
19. When you listen, you use your (ears) Prekindergarten
20. Identify yellow. Prekindergarten
21. Sit dawn. Kindergarten
22. Identify blue. Prekindergarten
23. Stand up. Kindergarten
24. On what part of your body do you put your shoes? Prekindergarten
25. What do you do with your eyes? Grade 2
26. Run. Prekindergarten
27. Jump. Prekindergarten
28. What do you do with your legs? Grade 2
29. Identify green. Prekindergarten
30. What do you do with :'our ears? Grade 2
31. Identify black. Kindergarten
32. Hop. Prekindergarten
33. Identify white. Kindergarten
34. Skip. Prekindergarten
35. Identify pink. Special First Grade
36. Identify brown. Kindergarten
37. What color are your eyes? Prekindergarten
38. What is your address? Prekindergarten
39. Identify gold. Special First Grade



TABLE 2.4 (cont'd)

Micro-objective Original Level*

40. What color is your hair? Prekindergarten
41. Identify silver. Special First Grade
42. Show me Kindergarten
43. Get me theme Prekindergarten
44. Give me the___.

-7'-
Prekindergarten

45. Get the Kindergarten
46. Who is he/she? Prekindergarten
47. Pass the Kindergarten
48. Identify chair. Special First Grade
49. Identify T.V. Special First Grade
50. Where do you go to school? Prekindergarten
51. Identify bed. Special First Grade
52. Identify bedroom. Special. First Grade
53. Identify kitchen. Special First Grade
54. Identify bathroom Special First Grade
55. Identify living room. Special First Grade
56. Identify dining room Special First Grade
57. Identify lamp. Special First Grade
58. Identify sofa. Special First Grade
59. Identify table. Special First Grade
60. Identify bathtub. Special First Grade
61. Identify sink. Special First Grade
62. Identify toilet Special First Grade
63. Identify refrigerator. Special First Grade
64. Identify stove. Special First Grade
65. Identify rug. Special First Grade
66. identify capital letters in own name. Kindergarten
67. Print own name. Kindergarten
68. Identify toaster. Special First Grade
69. Identify mixer. Special First Grade
70. Identify vacuum cleaner. Special First Grade
71. Identify bureau. Special First Grade
72. Identify washbasin. Special First Grade
73. Identify buffet. Special. First Grade
74. Identify china closet. Special First Grade
75. Word pairs beginning with same letter: (mama-mono)

(mama-libro) Special First Grade
76. Word pairs beginning with same letters (four-five)

(four-six) Special First Grade
77. Given a word, list orally others with same

initial sound.
Grade 2



B1 11 COPY NiMIABLE

TABLE 2.4 (cont'd)

Micro-objective

78. Orally, use word houses or 2222.e in a short
sentence.

79. Given a word, list orally others with same ending
sound.

80. Write sentences based on words written on the
board.

Original Level*

Grade 2

Grade 2

Grade 2

*Some micro-objectivias were reentered in several grade levels' logs.
The earliest grade level in which the micro-objective appeared in the
log is shown in this column.



TABLE 2.5 SEQUENCE OF MICRO-OBJECTIVES FOR MATHEMATICS

cro-objective Ori inal Level*

1. Count from one to five.
2. Count from 1 to 10.
3. Which is heavier, the book or the pencil?
4. Count from 1 to 12.
5. Recognize numerals from 1 to 10 shown out of

sequence
6. How many items do you have? (Give 2 to 10 objects)
7. Pick object which approximates a circle.
8. Pick object which Approximates a square.
9. Pick object which approximates a triangle.
10. Pick object which Approximates a rectangle.
11. Using objects, add one more. How many do you

have now?
12. Add two groups of objects (total less than 10)
13. Match (children to chairs)

(children to pencils)
14. Separate objects into similar pairs.
15. Count from 1 to 100.
16. 9 + 4 =
17. 6 + 9 =
18. 5 + 8 =
19. 8 + 9 =
20. 15 - 6 =
21. 13 - 8 =
22. 17 - 9 =
23. Identify nickel.
24. Identify dime.
25. Identify quarter.
26. What number comes before 20?
27. Using a clock, indicate (one hour)

(half hour)
28. How many days in a week.
29. Identify (pint) when shown containers.

(quart) when shown containers.
30. 2 x 7 =
31. 5 + 2 + 4 = (vertical)
32. Tell time when shown a specific hour.
33. Count by 2 up to 10.
34. Count by 5 up to 30.
35. 3 x 4 =

3 2
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Prekindergarten
Prekindergarten
Prekindergarten
Kindergarten

Kindergarten
Prekindergarten
Prekindergarten
Prekindergarten
Prekindergarten
Prekindergarten

Prekindergarten
Prekindergarten

Special First Grade
Kindergarten
Special First Grade
Grade 2

Grade 2

Grade 2

Grade 2

Grade 2

Grade 2

Grade 2

Special First Grade
Special First Grade
Special First Grade
Grade 3

Special First Grade
Grade 2

Grade 2
Grade 2
Grade 3
Special First Grade
Grade 2
Grade 2
Grade 2



TABLE 2.5 (cont'd)

Micro-Objective Original Level*

36. Count by 10 up to 100. Grade 2
37. 5 x 3 = Grade 2
38. How many months in a year? Grade 2
39. 14:1p 7 = Grade 2
40. Divide a circle into halves. Grade 2
41. How many halves in a Whole? Grade 2
42. 12 1- 4 = Grade 2
43. Which one shows h of a circle? Grade 3
44. Divide a square into fourths. Grade 2
45. 15 * 5 = Grade 2
46. How much of the circle is dark? Grade 3
47. 18 - 2 = (vertical) Grade 3
48. h of 6 = Grade 2
49. 1g of 8 = Grade 2
50. How many minutes in an hour? Grade 2
51. How many quarters in one dollar? Grade 3
52. 2 x 4 = (vertical) Grade 3
53. 31 - 3 = (vertical) Grade 3
54. Identify tablespoon. Grade 2
55. How many 10's in 32? Grade 3
56. 2 12 = Grade 3
57. Use of decimal notation of money: $.10 Grade 2
58. Use of decimal notation of money: $.25 Grade 2
59. Count by 5's up to 50. Grade 3
60. 12 x 2 = (vertical) Grade 3
61. Read the following aloud: $2.60 Grade 3
62. 22 + 36 + 25= (vertical) Grade 3
b3. How many l's, 10's, and 100's in 125? Grade 3
64. 9 x 8 - (vertical) Grade 3
65. 3 64 = Grade 3 .

66. Read the following aloud: 253 Grade 3
67. Count backward from 50 to 10 by 10's. Grade 3
68. Read the following aloud: 845 Grade 3
69. What number is 2,635? Grade 3
70. Add: 2.43 + 1.51 (vertical) Grade 3
71. What comes beic.r.-.! 425? Grade 3
72. (2 x 10) + (5 x 1) - (accept (20+5) or 25 Grade 3
73. Read the following Roman number: VI Grade 1
74. Read the followin Roman number: IX Grade J

*Some micro-objectives were reentered in several grade levels' logs.
The earliest grade level in which the micro-objective appeared in the
log is shown in this column.
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TABLE 2.6 SEQUENCE OF MICR-OBJECTIVES FOR SCIENCE

Micro-ob ective Ori inal Level*

1. Identify dog from picture. Prekindergarten
2. Identify cat from picture. Prekindergarten
3. Identify bird from picture. Prekindergarten
4. Identify apples from picture. Prekindergarten
5. Identify horse from picture. Prekindergarten
6. Identify cow from picture. Prekindergarten
7. Identify bananas from picture. Prekindergarten
8. Identify oranges from picture. Prekindergarten
9. What do we wear when it's hot? Prekindergarten

10. What do we wear when it's cold? Prekindergarten
11. Identify potatoes from picture. Prekindergarten
12. Identify sheep from picture. Prekindergarten
13. Place correct weather symbol on chart. Prekindergarten
14. Identify roses from picture. Prekindergarten
IS. Identify lion in a sentence. Kindergarten
16. Identify tiger in a sentence. Kindergarten
17. Identify bear. Special First Grade
18. Identify duck. Special First Grade
19. Identify turtle. Special First Grade
20. Identify chicken in a sentence. Kindergarten
21. Identify gorilla. Special First Grade
22. Identify goat. Special First Grade
23. Identify frog. Special First Grade
24. Identify cherries. Special First Grade
25. Identify spinach Special First Grade
26. Identify daisies. Special First Grade
27. What dissolves in H20? Grade 2
28. What does not dissolve in 020? Grade 2
29. How does the weather chance? Grade 2

*Some micro -objer.tives were reentered in several grade levels' logs.
The earliest grade level in which the micro-objective appeared in the log
is shown in this-column.

34
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TABLE 2.7 SEQUENCE OP MICRO-OBJ1CTIVES FOR SOCIAL STUDIES

Micro -ob ective Ori inal Level*

1. Identify policeman from picture.
2. Identify police car.
3. Match the pictures of policeman-police car
4. Why is the police car important to the policeman?
5. Identify doctor from picture.
6. Identify fireman.
7. Match the pictures of fireman-fire engine.
8. Identify car from picture.
9. Identify nurse from picture.

10. Identify fire engine.
11. What is the ambulance used for?
12. Who do we call when a fire starts?
13. How does the fireman help us?
14. What is the fire engine used for?
15. Why is the fire engine important to the fireman?
16. Identify milkman from picture.
17. What school are you in?
18. Identify milk truck.
19. What is your teacher's name?
20. Match the pictures of milkman-milk truck.
21. What grade are you in?
22. Why is the milk truck important to the milkman?
23. What days do we come to school?
24. Tdentify mailman.
25. What is your mother's name?
26. What is your father's name?
27. Identify newspaper boy.
28. Identify garbage collector.
29. How many sisters and brothers do you have?
30. Identify and talk about family members from

picture.
31. What is your sister's/brother's name?
32. Haw does the trashman help us?
33. Identify bus from picture.
34. Where do we go when we want to buy stamps?
35. Identify trolley from picture.
36. Where do we go when we want books?

35
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Prekindergarten
Kindergarten
Special First Grade
Grade 1
Prekindergarten
Prekindergarten
Special First Grade
Prekindergarten
Prekindergarten
Kindergarten
Grade 2

Grade 2

Grade 2

Grade 2

Grade 1
Prekindergarten
Special First Grade
Kindergarten
Special First Grade
Special First Grade
Special First Grade
Grade 1
Kindergarten
Kindergarten
Special First Grade
Special First Grade
Special First Grade
Special First Grade
Kindergarten

Special First Grade
Special First Grade
Grade 2

Prekindergarten
Grade 2
Prekindergarten
Grade 2



-TABLE 2.7 (cont'd)

Ni -Idb'ective Ori inal Level

37. Describe use of traffic light. Grade 2
38. Describe use of stop sign. Grade 2
39. Why don't we go to the shore in the winter? Grade 3
40. Kinds of weather in winter but not in summer in

Philadelphia Grade 3
41. Difference between winter and summer clothes in

Philadelphia. Grade 3
42. What is the difference between party clothes and

school clothes? Grade 3
43. What do plants need to grow? Grade 3
44. Name some foods made from milk. Grade 3
45. Name some foods that grow underground Grade 3
46. What animals give us wool Grade 3
47. Why do some foods come in cans and some frozen? Grade 3
48. How is manufactured clothing brought to our stores

stores? Grade 3
49. Why are most trees green in Puerto Rico but

lose their leaves in Philadelphia? Grade 3
50. What is a farm? Grade 3
51. Ho do farms help cities and towns? Grade 4
52. What machines do people have in their homes? Grade 3
53. What is a city? Grade 4
54. Name some things we use that are found in the

earth. Grade 3
55. Name some things made of iron. Grade 3
56. What is an island? Grade 4
57. Who was the founder of Philadelphia? Grade 4
58. What is a town? Grade 4
59. Name some things with motors in them. Grade 3
60. What is the capital of Pennsylvania? Grade 4
61. Name one bridge connecting Philadelphia

and New Jersey. Grade 4
62. How do you get to Philadelphia from New York? Grade 4
G3. Who discovered Puerto Rico? Grade 4
64. What are the different ways of getting the

news to people? Grade 4
65. What is the capital of Puerto Rico? Grade 4



TABLE 2.7 (cont'd)

Micro-objective Original Level*

66. Name two large cities in Puerto Rico. Grade 4
67. What is the typical dish of Puerto Rico? Grade 4
68. What is a popular musical instrument in Puerto

Rico? Grade 4
69. Mention some typical products of Puerto Rico. Grade 4
70. What is the Three Kin s' Da ? Grade 4

*Some micro-objectives were reentere in several grade levels logs.
The earliest grade level in which the micro-objective appeared in the
log is shown in this column.



Evaluators' Comment

The high level of agreement among rater* shows that experience
in the program has led to a clear picture of the order in which material
should be taught. It is interesting to note, however, that in some
subject areas there is great disagreement with the original statement
of goals as reflected in the year-by-year-logs.

Language Arts

As bilingual education focuses on language performance, and
as there is heavy emphasis on language development in the early grades
of school, it is not surprising that many of the micro-objectives were
in this category. It is more surprising that teachers were in sharp
disagreement with the original logs in the order in which the concepts
in this area were to be taught. Although there was a tendency for
kindergarten and prekindergarten micro-objectives to appear more often
in the first half of the instructional sequence and for first- and
second -grade micro-objectives to appear later on, there was a substan-
tial amount of mixing across the list. This suggested that the original
ordering of micro-objectives in this area was not an appropriate guide
for instruction of the pupils in the Model School components.

Mathematics and Science

In contrast to language arts, the mathematics and science
teachers' ordering of micro-objectives was fairly similar to that of the
original logs.

In science, supervisors' review of the total number of distinct
objectives showed that this area was probably in need of enrichment. The
29 micro-objectives dealt primarily with identification and definitions,
with only a few dealing with basic concepts which underlie the science
curriculum used in the schools. It appears that additional attention is
required in the science area.



Social Studies

Examination of the social studies micro-objective list
showed that there was general agreement between the original logs and
the teachers' ratings rega,iing which material should be introduced early
in the instructional sequence and which material should be introduced
later. However, within the two halves of the sequence, there was con-
siderable mixing of grade levels.

Scope of the Objectives

In each area except social studies, there appeared to be
little material which was designated in the original logs as work to be
done in the fourth grade in the mother tongue. It is not clear to the
evaluators whether this was deliberate or attention needed to be given
to adding more complex skills to the language arts, science, and mathe-
matics areas.

Conclusions

This study suggested that teachers want reorganization of the
original curriculum content's sequence, and that some areas may require
addition of more complex itens.

The high level of agreement among raters showed that there should
be little difficulty in adopting a "continuous primary" approach to des-
cril,ing pupil performance in the curricular areas.
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STUDY 3

EVALUATION OF THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SOCIAL STUDIES AND SCIENCE MATERIALS
THROUGH CRITERION TESTING' OF STUDENT PERFORMANCE

A major aspect of the ARRIBA component is development and try-
out of curriculum materials. This study deals with tryout of two sets
of materials for seventh-grade courses in social studies and science.
Previous study of materials developed by program staff oT the ARRIBA com-
ponent has been informal. In the third operational year of the program
(1971-1972) the book Historia de Puerto Rico, assessed in this paper, was
used by one teacher at the upper elementary level and one at the junior
high school level. The elementary teacher felt that the materials were
too difficult for her class. At the junior high school level it appeared
that these materials needed supplementation and enrichment from other
sources, but otherwise they were satisfactory.

During 1971-1972 one of the two sets of materials in the
science package tested in this study was also tried: the set of six book-
lets on simple machines (Miquinas Simples). Teachers felt that these
booklets were most suitable for ninth-grade pupils although the content
was originally designed for seventh grade. Teachers felt that concrete
demonstrations were needed with these materials, but there was no provi-
sion for them and no laboratory space. A member of the research staff
familiar with the concepts presented in Aquinas Simples felt that some
basic distinctions (e.g., between weight and mass) were unclear.

During 1971-1972, a second set of science materials containing
three units--Our Solar System, Our Atmosphere, and Our Weather--became
available but was not formally tried. These iaaterials, which together
are called Ciencia en Espahol, were given a systematic trial during
1972-1973 as part of this study of seventh-grade science materials.

In contrast to the earlier assessments of curriculum materials,
which came from the teacher's view, the 1972-1973 evaluation focuses on
performance of pupils in the seventh grade on criterion-referent tests
designed to determine whether pupils had the knowledges and concepts
which the materials were expected to teach.

As was stated in the 1971-1972 Continuation Proposal (page
111), the tests were designed to have a 60% minimum passing score, and a
75% correct mean score after correction for guessing. The latter score
served as the criterion for pupil performance.

During the development of these units, a debate occurred within
the program regarding the effect of reading skill on tests which might be
prepared to test pupil performance in science and social studies. The
design which follows deals with the question of impact of reading skill
on performance on tests, as well as assessment of the students' success
in meeting the objective.

40
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Procedures

Program,

During the summer of 1972 outlines of program content for
seventh-grade science and junior high schcol history of Puerto Rico were
prepared. In October, when schools opened after the first strike, the
two teachers who were responsible for seventh-grade science and the two
teachers responsible for seventh-grade social studies were contacted by
the Coordinator of Curriculum Development and the Project Director.
Both sets of teachers agreed to teach the content of the respective
materials which had been developed for the project:

.Mfiquinas Simples (Simple Machines) Introduction and 5
Booklets: Plano Inclinado, La Rueda y Polea, Otros Modifi -
caciones de la Rueda, Las Paleness, Trabajo y Fuerza

.Ciencia en Espanol: Nuestro Sistema Solar, Nuestra Atmosfera,
El Tiempo (Science in Spanish: Our Solar System, Our Atmo-
sphere, and The Weather)

.Historia de Puerto Rico (History of Puerto Rico).

It was originally felt that pupil work with the science materi-
als would be completed by March 1973 and the material in social studies
would be completed by February 1973. When a second strike occurred in
January and February, completions of the sets of materials were delayed
until May. As a result the testing took place in early June.

It was expected that the project-developed science materials
would constitute the main structure of the science program, with the
teacher bringing in supplementary demonstrations. Historia de Puerto
Rico was designed to be taught along with related historical concepts,
which teachers introduced along with the project-developed curriculum.
Teaching was to take place not only with the written materials, but also
with verbal presentation and review to assure that pupils with reading
difficulties could master the content.

Evaluation

The evaluation procedure was designed to test pupil performance
on the materials in order to see if they met the expectations of curric-
ulum planners. It also attempted to show whether students could read
the test content.

Method. During the summer of 1972, a member of the evaluation
staff prepared a list of objective questions in Spanish covering each
concept in the science package and Historia de Puerto Rico. The
questions were designed to be a complete review of every fact and point
in each set of instructional materials. In other words, if a pupil
could answer all of the questions on these lists, he knew every fact or
concept in the material.

-304.1
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Teachers were provided with sets of the instructional materials

and a copy of the appropriate questions. They were told that they were
to teach the materials (during the time periods specified in the
"Program" section) to their seventh-grade classes. :dter completion of
the materials, pupils were to be given a test based on the question list;
the form of the question might be changed, but the content would not be
altered.

In June 1973, the date adopted after the strike, a member of
the research staff visited the classes at a prearranged time and admin-
istered the criterion tests to all students present on the day of the
testing.

Instrument. One test was developed for each subject area,
history of Puerto Rico and science. A member of the research staff re-
wrote each question in the original list so that all questions were in
either true/false or multiple-choice format. The research staff and the
coordinator of curriculum development then made the final item selection.
The exam was prepared in the form of three or four subtests.

The science exam consisted of 20 multiple-choice items and two
groups of ten true/false items. The history exam consisted of two groups
of ten multiple-choice items and two groups of ten true/false items.
Both tests are shown appended to this study (Appendix 3.1).

where the items were divided into two groups (i.e., the science
true/false items and the history multiple-choice and true/false items),
this was done to permit assessment of the effect of students' reading
skills on test performance. Items judged to be of similar difficulty
were assigned to either of two groups--in one group to be read aloud and
in the other to be completed by the students' own si3ent reading of the
questions.

Subjects. This testing wce conducted late in June, beyond the
normal closing date of school, and no makeup date could be scheduled.
Many pupils were not attending school presumably because they were visit-
ing their relatives in Puerto Rico or had left the city for some other
reason. Absence for these reasons was added to normal absenteeism. As
a result, 55% of the students on roll were tested in science and 60% of
the students were tested in social studies.

Administration. The tests were administered in the regular
classroom meeting of the students. A member of the research staff was
present to monitor. First students were given those parts of the test
which the pupils both saw and heard. With these tests in front of the
students, the regular classroom teacher read the questions aloud and the
students marked their answers. Then the subtests which the students were
to read without help were distributed, and pupils worked the items
silently. The pattern of administration in the two junior high schools
was as shown in Table 3.1. This pattern is counterbalanced so that the
effect of reading can be teas-i out for all but the multiple-choice items
of the science test.

31 - 4



TABLE 3.1. PATTERN OF CRITERION SUBTEST ADMINISTRATION

Subtest Stoddart-Fleisher Penn Treaty

SoP:ial Studies

Multiple-Choice 1
Multiple-Choice 2
T.7ue/Palse 1

`'rue/False 2

Science

Read Aloud
Silent Only
Read Aloud
Silent Only

Silent Only
Read Aloud
Silent Only
Read Aloud

Multiple-Choice Silent Only Silent Only
True/False 1 Read Aloud Silent Only
True/False 2 Silent Only Read Aloud

Analysis. Subtest and to,-al scores were calculated, taking into
account the effect of guessing. A tabulation of difficulty of each item
was prepared which showed the percentage of pupils succeeding on each item.

Where differences in means of equivalent parts were found which
suggested that the oral presentation of questions had an effect, a t test
WAS computed to show whether the differences were greater than chance.

Results

Observation

Classroom observation of teacher:, by the evaluation staff at the
midpoint of the school year (five observations in all) showed that the
materials were in use, but that one of the history teachers had problems
of class control and student disinterest. Pri')r to testing, the science
teacher at Penn Treaty stated that despite the emphasis on conforming to
the printed schedule, he did not teach the material concerning pulleys
and inclined planes. He expected that most students would therefore be
unable to do Items 2 and 5 on the multiple-choice and Item 9 on each of
the two groups of true/false items.

Testing of Science Materials

Table 3.2 shows the number cf items on each science subtest, the
score which could be obtained by guessing, the minimum number needed to
"pass" the test--that is, to score 60% correct beyond the guessing level--
and the number of items to score 75% beyond the guessing level. Table 3.3
shows the actual performance of pupils on each subtest. As can be seen in
the table, only one of the 31 pupils tested had an overall score above the



level for passing the test, and all the group means were well below those
anticipated in the original objective. Means for seventh graders on the
multiple-choice section showed a two-item difference between the schools,
probably due to failure to teach material related to two items on the
test. Scores on the true false sections of the test were all approximately
one item over the guessing level, suggesting that few pupils could really
handle the content of these items.

Comparison of the group means for the parts which were read
silently by some students and read aloud to others showed differences of
0.6 item or less in favor of the group which both heard and read the
items, a difference which seemed too small to be educationally meaningful
or to warrant further analysis.

TABLE 3.2. CHARAcTLRISTICS OF THE SCIENCE CRITERION TEST

Subtest No. of
Items

Guessing
Score

Passing Score**
(60%)

NIIMENI

Objective Criterion
Score** (75%)

Multiple-Choice 19* 6.3 14 16

True/False 1 10 5.0 8 9

True/False 2 10 5.0 8 9

Total 39 16.3 30 34

*Item 4 of the original 20 items was eliminated because the illustra-
tor neglected to include the correct answer in the choices.

**Rounded to the nearest whole item.



TABLE 3.3. RESULTS OF SCIENCE TESTING IN SEVENTH GRADE

Subtest
Penn Treaty

(N4,19)

Stoddart-Fleisher
(N -12)

Total
(N1111)

Part I (Multiple-Choice)
Mean Score 11.6 9.9 10.9
Standard Deviation 3.4 3.9 3.6
No. Passing Subtest 4(21%) 1(8%) 5(16%)

Part II (True/False 1)
Man Score 5.8 6.1* 5.9
Standard Deviation 1.9 1.4 1.7
No. Passing Subtest 3(16%) 2(16%) 5(16%)

Part III (True/False 2)
Mean Score 6.1* 5.8 6.0
Standard Deviation 1.7 2.3 1.9
No. Passing Subtest 3(16%) 3(25%) 6(19%)

Total
Mean Score 23.5 21.8 22.9
Standard Deviation 5.7 6.1 5.9
No. Passing Test 1(5%) 0(0%) 1(3%)

*Test parts which were read to pupils.

Taken together, the results of the testing of students on thescience curriculum package showed that performance was far below levels
expected by the curriculum development staff, and only very slightly
above that which would be obtained by guessing on some test parts.

Testing of Social Studies Materials

Table 3.4 shows the characteristics of the social studies crite-rion test. As can be seen on the table, it consisted of two groups of

TABLE 3.4. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SOCIAL STUDIES CRITERION TEST

1.

Subtest No. or Guessing Passing Score Objective Score
Items Score (60%) (75%)

True/False 1 10
5 .., 8 9

True/False 2 10 5 8 9

Multiple-Choice 1 10 3.3 7 8

Multiple-Choice 2 10 3.3 7 8

Total 40 16.6 30 34
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true/false items and two groups of multiple-choice items. "True/false"
Part 1 and "Multiple-choice" Part 1 were read aloud to the Penn Treaty
students as they worked the test, the students worked "True/false" Part 2
and "Multiple-choice" Part 2 silently. At Stoddart-Fleisher, the manner
of presentation of parts was reversed--"True/false" Part 2 and "Multiple-
choice" Part 2 were read aloud.

Results of the testing are shown in Table 3.5. As can be seen
in the table, the social studies test also proved very difficult for the
pupils in the program, with only four students of the 33 who completed
the test obtaining a passing overall score.

As there seemed to be some overall difference in subtest means
for the two schools, the difference between the total of Parts 1 and 3
and the total of Parts 2 and 4 was computed for each student. If there
was a difference in performance brought about by reading items aloud, at
Penn Treaty the differences should be larger than at Stoddart-Fleisher
(when sign is taken into account). A t test between these two sets of
differences was computed. It showed that there was no significant differ-
ence (t=0.53, df=31). Therefore, it appeared that ability to read the
items was not critical in determining pupil performance.

TABLE 3.5. RESULTS OF SOCIAL STUDIES TESTING IN SEVENTH GRADE

11111MMIMMOMOMIIIIMMIL

Subtest
Penn Treaty Stoddart-Fleishet Total

(N=20) (N=13) (N=33)

True/False 1
Mean Score 5.1 5.6 5.5
Standard Deviation 1.5 1.3 1.1
No. Passing Subtest 1(5%) 0(0%) 1(3%)

True/False 2
Mean Score 5.9 6.5 6.1
Standard Deviation 1.9 0.9 1.6
No Passing Subtest 4(25%) 0(0%) 4(12%)

Multiple-Choice 1
Mean Score 7.0 5.4 6.3
Standard Deviation 1.9 2.0 2.0
No. Passing Subtest 11(55%) 1(8%) 12(36%)

Multiple-Choice 2
Mean Score 6.8 6.2 6.5
Standard Deviation 2.0 2.6 2.2
No. Passing Subtest 12(60%) 5(38%) 17(51%)

.1111140MIftww..

Total
Mean Score 24.7 23.7 24.3
Standard Deviation 4.2 5.9 4.9
No. Passing Test 2(10%) 2(15%) 4(12%)



Examination of subtest performance showed that on the true/false
items, three of the four school subtest means were within one item of the
guessing level. Pupils fared somewhat better with the multiple-choice
items, where the means were at or close to the minimum passing scores.
Even here, however, performance was below the 75% average score set by
the criterion.

Evaluators' Comment

The results of these two studies of curriculum developed by the
project suggest that there are serious problems in the chain which begins
with preparation of these materials and ends with pupil performance.
Given the clarity with which the project personnel specified early in the
year exactly what was to be taught and tested, and the manner in which
the tests were constructed, it seemed unlikely that the low performance
could be attributed to the teachers' misunderstanding of what would be
tested. That leaves two possible problems: either (a) the materials

were unsatisfactory for teaching the desired concepts to children in the
program, or (b) the teachers were ineffective in teaching the content of
the materials to their classes.

If these materials are to be used again with students in the
program, it is important that there be regular observation of the teach-
ing procedures, regular checks by project management to see that the
students are in fact being taught concepts of the materials in a satis-
factory manner, and practical assistance for those teachers who need help.

Before they are used again, it would be important to examine
the materials themselves in order to determine whether they provide clear
explanations of the facts and concepts involved. To this end, Appendix
3.1, which shows the sample tests, also indicates the page in the mate-
rials most in need of rewriting.



APPENDIX 3.1

SAMPLES OF TESTS USED TO ASSESS THE "SCIENCE" AND
"HISTORY OF PUERTO RICO" MATERIALS

Included are (a) the percentage of pupils getting
each item correct, and (b) the source of each item in
the texts.



EVALUAC ION DE LA UN I DAD "H I STOR IA DE PUERTO RICO"

Nombre Fecha

Escuela Grado

SelecciOn Multiple

Escoge Ia mejor contestaciOn y escribe Ia tetra de esta en el espacio a
la izquierda:

Perectxt Covve ck-
.93 1. LaF letras "F" e "I" en el escudo de Puerto Rico representan

A. Francia e Italia.
B. franjas e islas.
C. Fernando e Isabel. n 4

P'
_52§_ 2. La aduana es una agencia del gobierno que controls

A. la entrada y salida de personas y productos.
B. el ejercito.
C. la rivalidad entre parses fuertes.

_13.3 3. Dice que no deben formar colonias en Latinoamerica otros
parses la

A. Doctrina de I ndependencia.
B. Doctrina de Monroe.
C. Doctrina de Truman. p

4 Palabras tales como bohio y yuca provienen de los

espanoles.
B. franceses.
C. indios.

P. 33
jay 5. Aden* de escribir el poema "Canto a Puerto Rico," Jose

Gautier Benitez escribid:

A. 91 ensayo "La Alianza para el Progreso."
B. usia colecci6n de supersticiones.
C. artrcu los sobre Ia esclavitud.

49 "- 38 -



COQ i 1\12° EVALUAC ION DE LA UNIDAD "HISTORIA DE PUERTO RICO"

Nombre Fecha

Escuela Grad°

Se Wee* Multiple

72, 6. Se considera que Puerto Rico ha sido oficialmente bilingie
delpues de

A. La Revalue& Francesa.
B. La Guerra Hispanoamericana.
C. La Segunda Guerra Mundial.

P,56
6s 7. El gobierno de Puerto Rico tiene tres ramas:

A. la fraternidad, la igualdad, la libertad.
B. la isla, is ciudad, la aldea.
C. Ia leglislativa, Ia ejecutiva, Ia judicial.

Los puertorriquerios son ciudadanos de Estados Unidos de
Norteamerica desde el arlo

79 9.

A. 1717.

B. 1817.

C. 1917.
S6

El baile clasico de la cultura puertorriquena es

A. is danza.
B. la jota aragonesa.
C. el vats.

83
45 10. El Dr. Agustin Stahl, nacido y criado en Alemania, combati6

A. el vomit° negro.
B. el sarampi6n alert*.
C. la enfermedad de la cana de azucar.

el

- 39 -
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10 EVALUAC ION DE LA UNIDAD "HISTOR IA DE PUERTO RICO"

Nombre

Escuela

Fecha

Grado

I. Cierto o falso

Escribe en el espacio en blanco la tetra "C" si la °rack% es cierta o
"F" si es falsa:

Fizycpevit covve.c.4
33 1. No se sabe quien fue el autor de "La Borinquena."

La palabra Aar() proviene del nombre de una tribu africana.
x.36

La religiOn nunca ha tenido gran influencia en las fiestas y
diversiones puertorriquenas.

421_ a

70 3

f' 9AIS. 4. Una de las diversiones durante una tipica fiesta patronal en
Puerto Rico es el palo ensebao.

7 5. Se ha perdido casi toda is obra renombrada de Jose Campeche,
incluso "El Velorio."

5c2-39 6. Un ejemplo de una copla del baile del seis chorreao es "La
Noche de San Juan" de Lope de Vega.

P, 53
26 7. Desde pequeno don Luis Munoz Rivera se interesdpor el

bienestar de la gente de Puerto Rico y del mundo.

P. 'el9-3 8. Para el siglo XIX muchos puertorriquenos querran acabar con
el coloniaje que tenia Espana en Puerto Rico.

91
9. Luis Munnoz fue un famoso santero.

5 10. Los pueblos de Puerto Rico se fundaron mayormente alrededor
de la iglesia.

9,144
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BESj COQ
oaf. EVALUAC ION DE LA UNIDAD "Hl STOR IA DE PUERTO RICO"

Nombre Fecha

Escuela Grado

I. Cierto o falso

Escribe en el espacio en blanco Ia letra "C" si Ia oration es cierta
0:Z4Lp falsa:

3, 1. Un resultado de Ia Guerra Hispanoamericana fue la
independencia de Puerto Rico.

"5°ef. 2. Los jibaros de hay en dra siguen usando una forma de
costumbrismo criollo para expresarse.

et
of,S° 3. En el siglo XVI la importacian a la isla de muchas imprentas

tuvo como -esultado Ia publicacian de mucha literatura
puertorriquena.

Fo,
?6 4. Se considera a Juan Morel! Campos como el sobresaliente

genio musical de Puerto Rico.

P. c)
Aunque Jose Campeche es el primer pintor puertorriqueto
tambien se le conoce como aficionado de Ia 'minim

3 3 6. Durante las fiestas de San Juan se baiiaba el seis, un baile de
seis personas.

33 7. A Eugenio de Hostos se le conoce mas como politico que como
educador.

p.
& Se le considera a Jose Gautier Benitez como el poeta puerto-

rriqueno rods grande del siglo XIX y de todos los tiempos.
. 1,197, 9. Cuba es una poses Ion de Estados Unidos.

3 0
4 10. Actualmente Puerto Rico es un pars independiente.

- 41 -



lig IN;1:111
EVALUAC 10 N DE LA UN I DAD "H I STOR IA DE PUERTO R ICO"

Nombre Fecha

Escuela Grado

Seleccion Multiple

Escoge la major contestaclon y escribe la tetra de esta en el espacio a
la izquierda:

%Men& Contc,47
85 1. La bandera de Puerto Rico tue adoptada por

A. un grupo de patriotas.
B. Betsy Ross.
C. los espanoles.

9z 2. El nombre del famoso pirate puertorriqueno tan amado y
respetado por la dente es

Pt 5.

A. Fajardo.
B. Arizmendi.
C. Cofresr.

Abolieron la esclavitud en Puerto Rico

A. las Cortes Espanolas.
B. Roberto Cofresry David Porter.
C. Fernando e Isabel.

Un jibaro es

A. un estilo de arte colonial.
B. un campesino puertorriqueno.
C. un estilo de masica puertorriquena del siglo XIX.

P. 3
El santo protector de la isla de Puerto Rico es

A. Juan Ponce de Leon.
B. San Juan Bautista.
C. Santiago de Compostela.

f), 3 1
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sal ai EVALUAC ION DE LA UNIDAD "HISTORIA DE PUERTO RICO"

Nombre Fecha

Escuela Grado

Seleccion

Escoge la mejor contestacion y escribe la letra de esta en el espacio a
la izquierda:

76 6. El ilus've filosofo y abogado Segundo Ruiz Belvis lucha a
favor de

A. la Operacion Maws a la Obra.
B. la abolicion de la esciavitud.
C. las Cortes Espanclas.

P70 7. El nombre oficial de Puerto Rico es

A. la RepOblica Demacrata de Puerto Rico.
B. el Estado Libre de Puerto Rico.
C. el Reino Libre de Puerto Rico.

P. t.
3o a Durante los tres siglos de colonizacion en Puerto Rico is

mayoria de los habitantes de la isla &ran en

A. las cuatro ciudades mAs grandes.
B. Culebra, Mona y Vieques.
C. is zona rural.

p, n
RamOn Emeterio Betances, el Lincoln de Puerto Rico, organizo

A. la rebeliOn del Grito de Lares.
B. el Seminario Conciliar.
C. la Sociedad Econamica de Amigos del Pais.

p, 93
_51. 10. Se le conoce como urn gran orador que entusiasmaba a las

multitudes con sus discursos a

.59 9.

A. Juan Ponce de Lean.
B. Jose de Diego.
C. Mariana Bracetti.

- 43 -
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w:AVALUAC ION DE LAS UNIDADES "MAQU INAS SIMPLES"

Nombre

Escuela

Seleschine

Fecha

Grado

Escribe un circulo alrededor de la ietra correcta:
Correct*

Para desaflojar una tuerca debe usarse:

Mai.SCwir t. 1,4,41volg,
3) 2. zQue parte del tornillo es un piano inclinado?

Met Stmp: Plow) itNe.tiviatio,dp 6

- 44 -
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011-,VALUACION DE LAS UNIDADES "MAQU INAS S IMPLES"

Nombre Fecha

Escuela Grado

Seleccion Multiple (Lida)

(1,9)3. El destomillador se usa para atornillar:

B

N'tait Stmpf lokvo, so

4. iCual de las siguientes es un hacha?

45 -
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103%°gS - EVALUAC ION DE LAS UN DADES "MAQU I NAS S IMPLES"

Nombre

Escuela

Fecha

Grado

Seleccion Multiple (ctda)

(401 Observa el dibujo. La flecha "A" esta senalando

a. el eje de la polea fija.
b. la polea movible.
c. la polea fija.

Mai. Si m J. rued& I teileet imp to

096. Para cortar un alambre debe usarse

A

M41:6 Stity%; p Se
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ItO EVALUAC ION DE LAS UN I DADES "MAQU INAS SIMPLES

Nombre

Escuela

Seleccian Multiple (ctda)

Fecha

Grado

(35)7. Observa el dibujo. Si los muchachos no se mueven de lugar, la
fuerza que usa el muchacho "A" es

a. igual a la que usa el muchacho "B".
b. mayor que la fuerza hecha por el muchacho "B".
c. menor que la fuerza hecha por el muchacho "B".

B

r41. simp.; oryt,4,cio p

La curia que sirve de apoyo al tablan se llama:

a, herramienta.
b. fu lcro.
c, palanca.

sirnp. Las Fialakeg S

5 8



a0-0*\k va EVALUAC ION DE UN I DA DES DE C I ENC IA (EL S I STEMA

%\#%\ SOLAR, LA ATMOSFERA, EL TIEMPO)

Nombre Fecha

Escuela Grado

SelecciOn (ctda)

Escoge la mejor contestaciar y escribe la letra en el espacio a la
izquierda:

9. Lo interesante del Cometa Halley es que

a. solo puede verse desde la luna.
b. pierde su Iuz cada diez anos.
c. se ve desde la tierra cada 75 anos.

GeAc:c4. evi
emz. 1?

10. Los astronautas americanos caminaron par primera vez en
la luna en

a. 1957.

1969.

c. 1972.

Citheict ev%

ear. :

11. Entre Marte y Kipiter hay un sinnOmero de pedazos de
uno o varios planetas que probablemente explotaron y que
reciben el nombre de

a. satelites.
b. asteraides.
c. galaxias.

CO ZYSCACA ev'
eSps /7

(61) 12. El planeta mis pequeno de nuestro sistea solar es

a. Mercurio.
b. P lutan.
c. Urano.

e e 42.14

e p
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' ALUAC ION DE UN I DADES DE C IENC IA (EL S I STEMAt_cA
%\.4'

SOLAR, LA ATMOSFERA, EL TIEMPO)

Nombre Fecha

Escuela Grado

SelecciOn Multiple (ctda)

09)13. El planeta mas cercano a la Tierra es

a. Apiter.
skia*v. r cb. Ma rte.

c. Venus.

k El planeta que presenta mas similaridad con la Tierra y que
sugiere la posibilidad de vida en el es

a. Marie.
b. Saturno.
c. Mercurio.

(77) 15. El mas lejano de los planetas es

ffilz P. 3

Cc.tka. Pluton. ev.
b. Neptuno. ese
c. Saturno.

070 16. El nombre del primer satelite artificial es

a. Gemini. C tke.. Lc1/4.

b. Apolo. of sf
c. Sputnik.

(,z3) 17. Cuando Ia Luna tiene su fase iluminada al lado opuesto de
Ia Tierra y no podemos verla, decimos que esta en

a. cuarto menguante.
b. luna nueva.
c. luna Ilena.

C%e I%Ctc., ev
esp. 1% r



LVALUACWN DE LIN I DAMS DE C IING IA (tL SISILMA

to 010 SOLAR, LA ATMOSFERA, EL TIEMPO)

Nombre Fecha

Escuela Gr ado

(91) 18. En el siglo XVI I Galileo invento
Cietkcw.:4.. CIA 6co

a. la maquina fotogrtfica.
b. el sistema de radar. Pi 3
c. el telescopio.

(z) 19. La fuerza gravitacional del sol es 28 veces mayor que la de
Ia Tierra. Un astronauta pesarra ally

Cte_I,c e I.
b. menos que en la sierra. x'51
a. mas que en la Tierra.

511b 3
c. lo mismo que en Ia Tierra.

(45) 20. El instrumento que se utiliza para medir la presion del
aire se llama

a. termametro.
b. barametro.
c. velocimetro.

C e 10...cro 10,

Cusp p. 6"'"



EVALUAC ION DE UN I DADES DE C I ENC I A (EL S I STEMA

mai_ SOLAR, LA ATMOSFERA, EL TIEMPO)

Nombre Fecha

Escuela

Cierto o Fa!so

Grado

Escribe en el espacio en blanco la letra "C" si la °radon es cierta o "F" si
es falsa:

Pt ?bit Correcif-
1. Las mareas mas altas ocurren cuando el sal y la luna estan

en Irnea recta con respecto a la tierra.
CteKcAck. ea^ cam,. pfi

La teorra heliocentrica sostiene que la tierra es el centro del
sistema planetaria. ctet..%44.0 eii rsp
Entre Ia tierra y la luna hay siempre una distancia de 252.710 millas

(2%,4 ese
El mes sideral tarda 27 1/3 dras.

Cte.Aft, e est, Fa*
Las cuatro estaciones son producidas por el movimiento de
translacian de Ia tierra. eliA est, P,
El di6xido de carbon() as esencial Para el proceso de fotosrntesis.

Ct e ese, p 43i
Los tornados son tormentas que se forman ilnicamente en el agua.

C.,42 144. e esp, p.
La carretilla de nano es una palanca de segunda clase.

Met% 414,14. : /414 ?OlkilAck 5 r
La polea es una modificacion de la rueda.

ititees 6/ iv; Reek p. F.
El trabajo se mide unicamente en terminos de fuerza.

Fik s, -rfroL4 uso 9 "V1/46

6.
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Nombre

Escuela

C ION DE UN I DARES DE C I ENC IA (EL S I STEMA

SOLAR, LA ATMOSFERA, EL TIEMPO)

Cierto o Falso

Fecha

Grado

Escribe en el espacio en Blanco is letra "C" si la ()radon es cierta o "F" si

es falsa:
Parezyie Comrecks

_at) 1. La luna es una estrella porque tiene luz propia.

416

3.

C.evelv1/4 p

En 1957, los rusos Ianzaron al espacio el primer satelite artificial.
ale-K4. 1k a1/4 espi

El movimiento de la luna airededor de la tierra se conoce como

rotacian. Cmtsfre c*. ew Pap.

Saturn() es el planeta mas grande del sistema solar.
C esta ilk to

Los cambios metereoldgicos como Iluvia o nieve ocurren en

la capa exosferica. C.%itete Ra ev. Ftqa. 2r.

Los cirros son nubes formadas por cristales de hielo.
C. I elAc /P&p. SX,

El lugar donde se apoya una palanca se llama fuicro.
Simpi; t4isFitice wc.e. s 1'3

El clavo es un ejemplo del piano inclinado.
M SA.161 a PICIA0 64.6 p .

La fricciOn es una fuerza que ayue a los cuerpos a permanecer

en movimiento. mat, Stme, Xa 1;44444 cbleik Fts
Si una persona empuja un edificio ha efectuado trabajo.

144. St ywri

- 52 -
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STUDY 4

PRINCIPALS' PERCEPTIONS OF MODEL

As was stated in the general process evaluation (Study 1),
implementation of the MODEL B component has been most difficult. In
order to try to gain insights from the problems of this program, which
might be useful in the event that similar programs were initiated at
other schools, the evaluators interviewd the principals who had had
the MODEL B component in their schools.

Procedure

Subjects

All four principals were interviewed. The principal of
McKinley School had had a program during 1970-1971. The principal of
Bethune School had had an operational program from September 1970 until
June 1972. The other two principals had programs which were operational
in their schools from September 1970 to the present (3 years); these
programs were expected to continue in operation during 1973-1974.

Instrument and Procedure

The senior researcher of the project's evaluation team visited
the schools during early June 1973. Interview structure had been worked
out to assure that the relevant issues would be discussed and to provide
a uniform format for recording the interview results. This is shown in
Appendix 4.1. Immediately after each interview, the principal's reactions
were recorded on the form.

Analysis

As there were only tour principals, it was feasible to rearrange
the reactions of the principals by content area and prepare the narrative
which follows.

Results

Schools with Operational Prove=

Principals of both elementary schools with operational MODEL B
programs felt that after a few years of instruction, Spanish-dominant
pupils who can handle English sufficiently well should be funneled into
mainly English instruction. Both agreed that for pupils who begin first-
grade instruction in morn B, this funneling should come after the third
grade. Both principals felt, however, that Spanish-speaking pupils should
continue to receive some instruction in their mother tongue (one hour per

- 53 - 64
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day in Miller, one-half hour per day in Ludlow). They felt that, apart
from this minimal contact for Spanish-speaking pupils able to learn in
English, Spanish instruction should be given only pupils having diffi-
culty with English.

In other areas, the principals of schools with the two operating
MODEL B programs differed in their perceptions. The most telling area of
difference involved English-speaking pupils. As was noted earlier in this
report, neither of the MODEL B schools had classes of English-dominant
pupils coupled with the Spanish-dominant ones as had been the original
intent of the MODEL B design. At Ludlow, the principal indicated he felt
that the performance of most English-dominant children in his school was
too low to have them spend time learning a second language. In contrast,
at Miller, the principal stated that the lack of participation by English
dominants was a result of his misunderstanding of program goals at the
time that he became principal. He stated that, next year, teaming of
Anglo and Latino classes would be reinstated as it had been in 1971-1972.
He stated that he thought that only selected, talented, English-dominant
children should be enrolled in Spanish-as-a-second-language instruction.
(A few such pupils have received informal SSL instruction in this manner
during 1972-1973, but they have not been considered a part of the LET'S
BE AMIGOS program and have not had opportunities to mix with the Spanish-
speaking children.)

The two principals also differed in their perception of the
services that the project is providing to teachers. The Ludlow principal
felt that his contacts with the project director have improved super-
vision, staffing, and materials to the point where there is no serious
problem. The principal at Miller, on the other hand, felt that too much
of the monitoring involved observing for the purpose of evaluation but
there was insufficient feedback to teachers regarding the problems that
had been observed. He also felt that there was a need for more materials.
He said that teachers felt that the Miami Materials Package (developed by
the Spanish Curriculum Development Center) was inadequate, and that "-ire
ESL materials were needed.

In summary, the reactions of the two principals with operating
MODEL B programs in their schools reflected a low commitment to bilingual-
ism per se, both preferred to think of their program primarily as a com-
pensatory one for short-term instruction. This was in marked contrast to
the intentions of program planners who said that they wished to foster
bilingualism as an end in itself and felt that students should have con-
tinuous exposure to two languages. On other issues, the principals'
views were contrasting, one feeling that the program could be extended to
English-dominant pupils, but also feeling that there were problems in
management, and the other feeling that the program should serve only
Spanish-dominant children, but feeling that most management problems had
been handled satisfactorily.

Schools without Operational Programs

The two schools whose programs have been withdrawn were very
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different from each other. The principal of the McKinley School stated
that there were several problems which prevented the program from operat-
ing successfully. He said that programs needed to be tailor-made for
each school and that the development of a single program to be used at
many sites was a waste of time. He felt that English as a second language
was the only desirable program, the one which met both his and his commu-
nity's needs. He also said that the project directors prevented the pro-
gram from operating successfully because the program divided the control
of teachers (between the principal and the program management) when the
teachers should be primarily under the control of the principal.

The Bilingual Program has ceased to operate at the McKinley
School but an ESL program continues to serve some Spanish-dominant
students.

In contrast, the demise of the program at Bethune School was
the result of failure of the Spanish-speaking population to grow as
anticipated. The principal stated that in the year the program was begun,
a large number of Spanish-dominant pupils entered the school in the elem-
entary grades. In subsequent years, the number of pupils has not con-
tinued to grow sufficiently, so that a major bilingual program has not
been needed. She stated that she was satisfied with the operation of
the program when it was in the school, offered no specific criticisms,
and said that she would want a similar program if the need arose. The
Bethune principal said also that the teacher assigned to her school during
the program was still working with a mixed class, which includes the
Spanish-dominant and some English-dominant pupils. He includes ESL and
SSL in the instructional program, and makes some use of Spanish in the
classroom.

Taken together, the results show a marked contrast between the
two schools which have now discontinued MODEL B components. In one
school, where there was sharp objection to the emphasis on Spanish, the
bilingual elements have disappeared, leaving only ESL. In the other
school, some program elements have been maintained, even though there is
no formal program.

Evaluators' Comment

With the exception of one school in which the Spanish-speaking
population did not grow as anticipated, the results of these discussions
with the principals suggest that in the Philadelphia schools the princi-
pals' attitudes and expectations for programs are at least as important
as the need in the community. It would appear that the idea of studying
in a language other than English as a worthwhile goal in itself is not
yet accepted among these principals, except where it is needed to meet
specific needs of recent inmigrants.

In replicating this program, or in extending the program to
new sites, resources should be allocated to assure that principals have
a clear understanding of the program and its aims, and agree at least to
experiment with a program emphasizing bilingualism as a desired outcome.

- 55 6
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APPENDIX 4.1

SAMPLE OF THE STRUCTURED INTERVIEW USED
WITH THE PRINCIPALS OF "MODEL B"
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School and Principal

Structured Interview of Principals
in_Model B

1. Ask Principal to assess the program(s) operating in his school.

Probe for (a) Commitment to bilingualism

..P.mmm..=1.

for Anglos

for Latinos

2. Ask principal to describe the Itleai bilingual program for his school.

(a) Parts of the principal's program which are feasible for
short term

(b) Discrepancies between the principals ideal and the provam
in operation



1011°3. What were the program strengths and its main problems this year or its
last operational year/

Probe about (a) Supervision

lb) Staffing and personnel

(c) Materials and support services

(d) Program content and procedure

(e) Other

4. What kinds of changes need to be made next year?
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Study 5

KINDERGARTEN AND PREKINDERGAMN PUPIL PERFORMANCE IN MODEL A

During the first years of the LET'S BE AMIGOS program kindergarten
pupils were examined with the Philadelphia Readiness Test, a locally de-
veloped instrument which had been used extensively in the schools to measure
number and reading readiness. For use in the LET'S BE AMIGOS program,
special Spanish instructions were developed. When pupils were tested on
this instrument it was found that, in two of the 7).roject's first three
years, pupils of both language groups exceeded citywide and earlier
Potter-Thomas School performance, and in one year, results were close to
or above citywide performance although bela, the performance of the local
Potter-Thomas base line. These base lines were all derived from the 1968
testing, the last citywide administration cf the test (See Study 7 Offenberg,
1973) .

The prekindergarten pupils have also been tested in the past. The
instrument used consisted of a selection of items from the Philadelphia
Readiness Test and some new material derived from prekindergarten objectives.
Spanish and English instructions were prepared for this test. This test
was used to rank pupils in terms of their achievement n prekindergarten,
so those with the most skill could enter an enriched all-day kindergarten
program.

This study is a partial replication of the work done in the kinder-
garten assessment as well as tryout of the Boehm Test of Basic Concepts,
a published instrument designed to assess a number of basic concepts which
were related to stated prekindergarten end Kindergarten objectives..

In the kindergarten, pupils were given both the Boehm and the
Philadelphia Readiness Test. This permitted (a) comparison of pupils with
previous base lines and (b) the computation of a regression line between
the Boehm and the Philadelphia Readiness Test, so that ;grogram objectives
could be restated in terms of the Boehm.

Part 1 of the Boehm was also used to assess children in the pre-
kindergarten in order to determine which should go to the all-day kinder-
garten program. This change was made after program supervisors agreed
that a high score on the Boehm Part 1 was well enough related to program
content to be used in this Way.

An attempt was also planned to tease out whether the Bilingual
Program's all-day kindergarten component was enhancing pupil performance
at levels beyond that which could be predicted from earlier prekindergarten
testing, but preliminary examination of the number of pupils with regular
kindergarten experience who had been in prekindergarten was too low to
conduct a meaning ,,1 analysis (9 pupils).

- 59 -
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In this study only one stated objective was involved, that
applying to Philadelphia Readiness Test performance of the kindergarten
pupils.

pbjective,

Kindergarten. Objective 2.7 of the 1969-1970 proposal stated
that kindergarten pupils would exceed the citywide mean of 20.1 on the
Philadelphia Readiness Test.

Procedures

progrmn.

Teaching, during 90% of the instructional time in prekindergarten
and kindergarten, was in the pupils' mother tongue. Both the Boehm test
and the Philadelphia Readiness Test were therefore administered in the mother
tongue of each pupil taking the test.

The micro-objectives of the instructional program of both the
prekindergarten and kindergarten components guided the teachers in teaching
size, shape, letter, and number concepts directly related to items appearing
on the Philadelphia Readiness Test. In genrral, teachers were provided
with the micro-objective lists, but were not obligated to follow specific
instructional procedures. Teachers and supervisors worked out instructional
activities which they felt would lead to mastery of concepts which appeared
in the lists. The prekindergarten and regular kindergartens met for one-
half day.

In addition to these activities, reading in the oupils' mother
tongue was introduced in the all-day kindergarten, a program attended
primarily by the most able of the previous year's prekindergarten pupils.
This class met for the full school day.

The relationship between program content and items on the Boehm wasmore tenuous. The manual for the test (Boehm, 1970) says that items measure
concepts such as space, time, quantity, and some unclassifiable ones as
"Touch," "Soft," "Other," and "Without", which are also similar to content
of the program. However, there is no direct correspondence between test
items and program content.

Evaluation

Instruments. The Philadelphia Readiness ';test and its english and
Spanish instructions have been described in previous reports of the LET'S
BE AMIGOS PROGRAM. (See Offienbercv, 1972, Study 7). The test requires that
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pupils copy shapes, match words and letters, and perform simple counting and
numerical operations. While there is not an exact correspondence between
program content and the test, most test items are similar to, or extensions
of, micro-objective3 specified for the kindergarten level of the Model School
programs.

The Boehm Test of Basic Concepts (BTBC) is designed to measure
Children's mastery of concepts necessary for achievement in the first years
of school. The test is read aloud by the teacher, and is appropriate for
use with children in three grades--kindergarten, 1 and 2. BTBC results
may be used to identify children with deficiencies in these areas and to
identify individual concepts in which the pupils could profit from instruction.

The test consists of two parts designed for consecutive administrations,
with the items arranged in order of increasing difficulty. This permits
use of Part 1 of the instrument to assess skills of the younger, prekindergarten
children. The instructions are available in both Spanish and English versions.
The standardization process was carried out on the English version, but the
publisher claims that tentative work with the Spanish version suggests that
the norms for Spanish-speaking children should be about the same as those for
English-speaking children.

Administration. The Philadelphia Readiness Test was administered to
kindergartens by the regular classroom teachers. Pupils received instructions
in their mother tongue. As was the case in the past, teachers administered
tha tests in small groups, one page of items at a time.

The Boehm test was administered individually by the program supervisor
to the prekindergarten pupils (Part 1 only) and to the all-day kindergarten
pupils. The Spanish-speaking pupils in the regular kindergarten classes took
their tests in small groups while the English-speaking pupils from the same
classes took their tests individually. The merers of the research staff who
did the majority of the testing in these classes selected group rather than
individual testing on the grounds of personal preference and comfort with
the testing situation. The test publisher suggests that either approach
should provide similar results as long as the numbers of pupils tested in
groups were small enough to give pupils individualized attention.

On the kindergarten level where both Parts 1 and 2 were given,
testing usually took place during two sessions several days apart. Occasionally
when a child seemed energetic and enthusiastic after Part 1 and he wanted
to continue immediately with Part 2 he was allowed to do so. Testing took
place during May and June.

Subjects. All pupils in the kindergarten and prekindergarten
programs were tested unless they were absent for extended periods of time.
In the kindergarten 157 (69%) of the pupils took both tests, and 32 (14%)
of the pupils took one or the other of them. In the prekindergarten 79
(86%) took the Boehm.

Analysis. As the prekindergarten test administration was primarily
designed to rank pupils in terms of their readiness for the all-day kinder-
garten, descriptive statistics were obtained for the part of the Boehm that
was applied to this group.

7
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In addition to descriptive statistics, performance of kindergarten
pupils on the Boehm Test were compared with the norms for low-socioeconomic-
status pupils. Descriptive statistics were also prepared for the Philadelphia
Readiness Test. The means obtained were compared with those of the criterion.

In addition, to restate objectives (now in terms of the Philadelphia
Readiness Test) in terms of the Boehm, a linear regres1;ion equation and correlation
coefficient were computed. T1-3 equation is for predicting Boehm scores from
Philadelphia Readiness Test scores. The correlation coefficient shows the
amount of variance that the two tests have in common.

Results

Kindergarten Testing, Philadelphia Readiness Test

Results obtained in the 1973 testing of the kindergarten pupils
are in Table 5.1. The mean scores of 22.4 (English-dominant) and 22.6
(Spanish dominant) show performance very similar (within 0.6 correct items)
to that obtained last year, and about one and one-half items more than
necessary to meet the objectives. Scores of both groups exceeded those of
the base line. As expected, the performance of the all-day kindergarten
group exceeded that of the total kindergarten. The 17 English-dominant
pupils had an averaae of 24.1 and the 18 Spanish-dominant children in this
group averaged 25.4 (test maximum is 27).

TABLE 5.1. KINDERGARTEN PUPIL PERFORMANCE ON THE PHILADELPHIA READINESS TEST

Item Pre-program (1968) Base Lines MODEL A (1973)

All Potter- English Spanish
Philadelphia Thomas Dominant Dominant

Mean of
Group 10.1 20.9 22.4 22.6

Standard
Deviation 5.3 5.9

No. of Children 95 95

Kindergarten Testing, Boehm Test

Results of the Boehm test administration are shown in Table 5.2. The

results obtained-we ra eiw-l-iar to those on the Philadelphia Readiness Test,
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with both groups at about or above the 50th percentile for pupils of their
socieconomic status. Results for the all-day kindergarten subgroup showed
a high level of performance. Nineteen Spanish-dominant pupils averaged
34.0, (75th percentile) and 18 English-dominant pupils, 32.0 (7Cth percentile),
a result which shows equally superior performance by both groups.

TABLE 5.2. KINDERGARTEN PUT"'L PERFORMANCE ON BOEHM TEST

Item EngliJ-11-Dominant anish-Dominant

Number Tested 87 75

Mean Score 30.6 28.2

Standard Deviation 6.39 6.03

Percentile Rank of Pupil at Mean
(Low S.E.S. norms for
midyear kindergarten) 65th 50th

Examination of the regression of the Boehm upon the Philadelphia
Readiness Test (PRT) showed a moderate correlation of .40 (df=153, p=.01).
The regression equation for predicting Boehm scores from PRT scores is

IN
= 13.2 + .70X

(Boehm) (PRT)

These results were obtained for both ethnic groups combined. On the basis
of these results the equivalent of the -itywide 1968 mean on the Philadelphia
Readiness Test is 27.3, and that of Potter-Thomas in 1968, 27.8.

Prekindergarten Pupils' Performance on the Boehm

The testing of prekindergarten pupils on the first half of the Boehm
was designed to answer the question, "Does the difficulty range of Part 1
of the test seem to be appropriate for assigning prekindergartenerS to regular
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and all-day kindergarten? The results shown on Table 5.3 indicate that
the difficulty range is probably satisfactory, with the average child
having a mean score of about 60% of the items. There appeared to be little
or no meaningful difference between the two language groups on this half
of the test when administered to prekindergarteners.

TABLE 5.3. PREKINDrw"RTEN PUPIL PERFORMANCE ON BOEHM TEST, PART 1

Item Enc'lish- Dominant

Number. Tested 45

Mean Score 15.0

Standard Deviation

Percentage of Items Correct 60%

4.6

S anish-Dominant

34

15.7

4.1

63%

Evaluators' Comments

Results of this study were, on the whole, gratifying. It was
good to see that pupil performance on the Philadelphia Readiness Test
was maintained at a level beyond the minimum stated by the objective
despite the interferences which occurred during the school year. It
was also pleasing to see that both ethnic subgroups of the reaular kindergarten
and all-day kindergarten had achieved well in comparison with other
children of similar socioeconomic status. The small difference in overall
performance of the English- and Spanish-dominant kindergarten groups as
wholes on the Boehm test could possibly be explained by several factors.
Although the publishers of the test maintain that testing can be done
either individually or in small groups without affecting performance, the
different grouping in which Anglo and Latino pupils in tY regular
kindergarten took their tests seems a likely cause of the discrepancy, which
was observed only in those classes where the testing situation was different
for the two groups. Another factor which might have influenced the scores
of regular kindergarten classes was a possible difference in the amount
of interaction between items on the Boehm test and the program content
in the Spanish versus English regular kindergarten classes. Possible
deficiencies in the translation of the test might also have presented more
of a problem to the pupils in the regular kindergarten than to the pupils
in the more select all-day kindergarten.

To begin to answer these questions, attached to this paper are
two appendices. Appendix 5.1 shows the percentage by ethnic group and
grade, of pupils who succeeded in completing each item. Appendix 5.2
contains a review of the Spanish translation of the items by a native
Spanish speaker which might point to defects in the preparation of this
version of the test.



APPENDIX 5.1. PERCENTAGE OF PUPILS SUCCEEDING ON EACH ITEM ON THE BOEHM

Item
Prokindargartan Reg. Kindergarten
En S. -Dom. Frlq.-Dom. S Dom. En .-Dom. S . UOm.

All-Day Kindoronrten

N -69 Nw56

90 68

Mal8 N19

1 co 84

CCOCUT 1
L fop

f

1.11-1 Lti ONO, S

N 24 "714
100 ill-

--I

9,2 78

2. Through it cr ,,,

71 62

3. Away from fe '.__:)( 5 60 58 83 71 66 68

4. NW/ to
71 44 86 32 94 84

5. inside
114, ,...

l Ls,

82 85 91 88 94 100Some. not

many
6.; .

a . Q
58 100 78 88 94 100

7. Middle

- _J
56 21 78 64 83 79

8 FoW
. .

9 33 53 62 . 70 50 74

9. Farthest 1..- X

._fit
S

47 79 67 91 89 100

10. Around

_-.-::
4.1.

S

S

Q

80 53

67 79

33

82 82

97 63

74 93

100 84

11. Over

83 100
12. Widest 'f...". 4' ;

-- m. .....
-

75 52 72 68
13. Most

94 84 100 100
14. Between

15. Whole

44 21 72 32 72 53

,C o/
. -

Q 56 74 70 91 83 84

16. Newest iri;96 94 100 96 100 100

17. Second c b 0 Q
29 24 4 18 61 47

18. Corner 5

Q

47 38

87 85

80 52 61 63

19. Several
...'

_ 94 86 78 89
`,

20. Behind i

S 62 58 72 64 89 95

21. Row
42 71 61 82 78 95

22. Different "..7:3* , . : 1

...- - - 40 53 72 61. 78 58

23. After

24. Almost

41:('f. 29 65 59 46 78 89
-----,

ii It/ Q 89 94 84 93 83 100

25. Half ilk 6) e4' 0 33 38 74 53 72 47

-------J
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0 MI 001 App... 5.,

1.t..C.4,1ET 2
2:+. Center

27. Alimony

28. Side-
29. Beginning

30. Other

31. Alike

32. Not first
or lad

33. Never

34. Wow

35. Matches

36. Always

37. Medium.
sized

38. Itigiss

39. Forward

40. Zero

41. Above

42. Every

43. Separated

44. Left

45. Pair

46. Skip

47. Equal

48. In order

(continued)

Item

;

n

S

0

$

Req. Kinderry^rter
Eng. -DOM. Sp.-Dag,

55
TITO.. ooL

70

65

48

80

48

4)

39

P11-flay Kintlervattor
2114-17)211.. Sp- -Porn

34

78

50

50

95

57 39
M

M

"11 T

<:e.1 * 9

65

67 53

78 95;

66

77
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APPENDIX 5.2. A NATIVE SPANISH SPEAKER'S REVIEW OF THE SPANISH VERSION
OF THE BOEHM

Miss Leonor Lege, a native Spanish speaker (from Colombia)
reviewed the Spanish version of the Boehm. She made the following
comments.

"In Latin America there are regionalisms which cause words or
phrases which are used in c ne country to be awkard or misleading in other
countries. At least two obvious examples of this problem appear on the
test. In a sample item the word ,latano is used for banana, Whereas in
most of South America wineo is used. In these areas, platSmois a vegetable
related to the banana, but served fried.

"The phrase en el mismo medio de is used for toilajist....a2hin
the test. In Puerto Rican speech, exactamente en would be clearer.

"Both of these instances appear in the instructions and samples
of the test and may have caused some pupils confusion in deciding exactly
what was to be done.

"Both regionalisms noted seem to reflect the pattern of Mexican
speech. Careful review may show that other items have regionalisms
characteristic of that country.

"At least one item is poorly translated (No.30). The English
version depends on the use of forms of the word other and another: One
is an ice-cream, another is a piece of tie. Mark the other (i.e., the
third) dessert. The Spanish version uses otro for both other and another,
possibly leading the pupil to believe that he is being asked to mark the
pie."
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STUDY 6

STANDARDIZED TESTING OF SECOND-THROUGH FOURTH-GRADE PUPILS
IN THEIR FIRST AND SECOND LANGUAGE

In the third year of the program, comprehensive standardizedtesting was begun in the MODEL A and MODEL B second and third grades.In this, the fourth year program, the testing conducted previously was ex-panded to include fourth-grade pupils in MODEL A (there were no fourth-grade pupils in MODEL B) and ARRIBA third- and fourth-grade pupils.

In the third-year evaluation report (Offenberg et al., 1973)the following major results of standardized testing at the primary gradelevels were cited:

1. English-dominant second-grade pupils in MODEL A and MODEL Bwere shown to have grown beyond pupils in a base line groups by one tosix months on each of the four Stanford Achievement Primary Battery IIsubtests administered.

2. Comparisor of the third-grade English-dominant pupils withthe pre-program base line showed statistically significant (at leastp (.10) gains in the vocabulary, Language, and Composite scores of theIowa Tests of Basic Skills.

3. second- and third-grade Spanish-dominant children showedstrong gains over a pre-program base line in reading Spanish, as measuredby the Test de Destrezas Basicas en Lecture, a Spanish reading test usedin Puerto Rico.

4. Third-grade Latino pupils, who had received about one yearof instruction in English as a second language, were performing in Englishlike English-speaking children who were at the end of the first grade withgrade equivalents ranging from 1.6 (word-study skills) to 1.9 (spelling).

In all of these outcomes, English-dominant pupils were comparedwith English-dominant pupils who were in the Potter-Thomas School duringthe last year that the program featured regular, nonbilingual instruction.Spanish-speaking pupils' Spanish reading performance was compared withthe results of a citywide testing program conducted in 1968, in which allSpanish-speaking pupils were tested in reading in their mother tongue.

During the 1972-1973 school year the testing which led to theabove results was replicated. In addition, pupils in the fourth gradewere tested. English-dominant pupils were tested using Level B of theIowa Tests of Basic Skills, and Spanish-dominant pupils were tested withPrueba de Lecture, a reading test from Puerto Rico which was used in the1968 Spanish citywide testing.

Fourth-grade pupils in MODEL A and ARRIBA were also given.the
tests normally used in the second or third grade with native speakers of



their second language. Thus, the English-dominant pupils were tested
with the Test de Destrezas Basicas, and the Spanish-dominant second
graders were tested with the Stanford Primary Battery II. Program
planners' pupil-performance expectations in second language were clearly
stated for MODEL A and MODEL 8 Spanish- dominant children: third-grade
pupils should be about 1.8, and fourth-grade pupils should be about 2.8
on norms for native English-speaking pupils. There were no clear ex-
pectations for the English-dominant group.

In the ARRIBA program, pupils were generally recent migrants.
It was therefore felt that testing in Spanish was appropriate for this
group, but testing in English might not be. After considerable discus-
sion, it was decided that pupils in the ARRIBA third and fourth grades
would be tested in English as well as Spanish, more to obtain an idea of
where pupils were than to assess the program.

procedure

Program

MODEL A instruction was provided by teams of two teachers, one
English-dominant and one Spanish-dominant. At the lowest grade levels
both teachers in the team knew English and Spanish. In the upper grades
some of the English-dominant teachers did not speak Spanish. While in
theory teams taught one grade level (or had a mixed class of one or two
grade levels, pupils went to instructional groups consisting of pupils
who were at approximately the same instructional levels rather than being
kept with students in the same grade level. Pupils in the program re-
ceived instruction primarily in their mother tongue with only about 10%
in their second language. In the upper grades (3rd and 4th), instruction
was half a day in each language.

In MODEL B, instruction was given in grade-level classes. All
pupils involved were Spanish-dominant and teaching teams included Spanish-
dominant and English-dominant teachers. Otherwise, it paralleled Model A.

In the ARRIBA third and fourth grades, instruction was providedby two teachers, one English-dominant and one Spanish-dominant. Because
the program is designed for pupils newly arrived from Spanish-speaking
areas, about 4/5 of the day's instruction was in Spanish (Spanish as a
first language, science, social studies, and mathematics). The Spanish
instruction paralleled the regular Philadelphia curriculum in these sub-
ject areas as closely as possible. In addition all pupils received
English-as-a-second-language instruction which began primarily with oral
work, but gradually introduced reading in English as well.

The Laidlaw Reading Series was used for Spanish instruction;
the Bank Street Readers were used for English instruction in Reading
Levels 1 to 3; the Lippincott Readers were used for Level 4 and above
in English.
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Evaluation

During May and June, standardized tests were administered to
the pupils of the program. In MODEL A tests in the pupils' mother tongues
were administered by classroom teachers. During the first-language test-
ing, members pf the research staff walked from room to room to assure that
teachers administered the tests according to published instructions.
Second-language testing was administered to pupils in the auditorium, a
room which has provision for writ.;ng. There, all pupils taking a test
were tested at once.

Testing in both languages was conducted in several sessions of
one hour or less to assure that students were not overtired by the pro-
cedures.

In MODEL B And RRRIBA, tests were administered in the classroom
by the teachers. In virtually all the testing sessions a member of the
evaluation staff was present to monitor and to assist the teachers.

Instruments. The tests used were as follows:

.Stanford Achievement Test, Primary Battery II - four subtests
Word Meaning, Paragraph Meaning, Spelling, and Word-Study Skills. This
test was administered to English-dominant second graders and to third-
and fourth-grade Spanish-dominant children.

.Iowa Tests of Basic Skills, Level A was administered to third-
grade English-dominant rmrils, Level B to fourth-grade English-dominant
pupils.

.Test de Destrezas Basicas en Lecture (test of Basic Reading
Skills). This was administered to Spanish-dominant second- and third-
grade pupils, and to fourth-grade English-dominant pupils.

.Prueba de Lecture (Reading Test). This was administ red to
fourth-grade Spanish-dominant pupils.

All testing in the mother tongues was done with instruments
prescribed for the pupils' actual grade level. Tests used for second
language were for levels of one to two years younger than the pupils ex-
amined with them.

In administering the tests to pupils in their first language,
publishers' directions were followed explicitly. In the second language,
instructions were translated into the pupil's mother tongue after first
being read in the target language of the test.

Subjects. Due to pressures resulting from the school stri:ze
and the need to give both a ttrst-language and a second-languagf battery
to many pupils, makeup tests could not be provided. As a result, numbers
of tests administered were frequently lower than the number on roll. This
was especially A problem among pupils who took the Iowa Test. Administra-
tion took several days, and the data analysis program dropped all pupils

- 70 - 81
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who had missed any test part. In addition, Spanish-language testing was
confined to pupils who had enrolled in the Bilingual Program in or be-
fore September 1972. The following list indicates the number of pupils
on roll in April 1973:

.MODEL A: 248 second grade, 116 third grade, 192 fourth grade.

.MODEL B: 51 second grade, 40 third grade.

.ARRIBA: 15 third grade, 25 fourth grade.

Analysis,

Results of testing pupils in their mother tongue were compared
with historical base lines. The Spanish-language base lines were from
the April-May 1968 testing of Spanish-speaking pupils in the city of
Philadelphia. English-language performance was compared with performance
of English-dominant pupils at the Potter-Thomas School the last time the
tests were given before the Bilingual Program was instituted in the grade:
1970 for the second grade, 1971 for the third grade, 1972 for the fourth
grade. During 1971 and 1972 pupils in the base line groups were all
participating in a special reading program being carried out in the entire
"District 5" area in which the Potter-Thomas School is located and thus
may have scores that have been elevated by this districtwide program.

In the base line group, some fourth-grade pupils were tested out
of level (i.e., they took Iowa test Level A). As a result, grade-
equivalent scores were used in the Iowa test analyses.

Analysis of variance or multivariate analysis of variance (when
subtests were analyzed) were used to compare pupils in the program with
the base line groups. These analyses were of the grade equivalents (for
the Iowa tests) or raw scores (all other tests).

in second language, where no base line was available, descrip-
tive statistics (mean, standard deviation, percentile rank of the nean,
etc.) were provided. Descriptive statistics were also provided for the
tests of performance in the ARRIBA program because there was no appro-
priate base line group with which these pupils could be compared.

In addition to these analyses an attempt was made to see if
fourth-grade MODEL A pupil performance in the second language was de-
pendent upon length of experience in the program. English-dominant
pupils' scores were correlated with the length of time that the pupils had
:men in the program (one, two, or three or more years).

The situation was more complex for Spanish-dominant pupils be-
cause of the importance of the use of the language in the home. As a
result, partial correlation was used in which the effect of length of
experience in the program was observed when family language (Spanish
only or bilingual) and birthplace (Spanish-speaking area or mainland of
the united States) were partialed out.

- 71- 82
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Second- and third-grade
Spanish-dominant pupils were tested withthe Test de Destreges Basica. En Lecture, and compared with the preprogram1968 base line. Results in Table 6.1 showed that the average child inMODEL A and MODEL B, in both the second and third grades, was between the60th and 65th percentiles.

TABLE 6.3. RESULTS OF TESTING SPAINISH.-DOMINANT PUPILS
ON THE TEST DE DESTREZAS BASICAS EN LECTURA

Item Model A Model B

VIII11M
1968 Base Line

Second Grade:

Mean Score 79.7** 80.2** 60.8

Percentile Rank* 60.0 62.0 35,0

Standard Deviation 26.7 18.1 16,2

NUmbar of Pupils 81.0 25.0 366.0

Third Grade

Mean Score 95.0** 93.1** 70.2

Percentile Rank* 65.0 60.0 27.0

Standard Deviation 19.7 18.6 26.7

NUmberolalpils 72.0 27.0 366.0

Analysis of Variance

MS F df
2,

Program Treatment 36608.4 118.7 2 .001
Grada 26235.4 85,1 1 .001

Interaction 584.1 1.9 2 NS

Within cells 308.4
932alalMmlIMINOMMUNIIMIlanm,

*Norms are for thr end of the year, rural zone of Puerto Rico.**Differs from 1968 base line to a statistically significant (p4.001) degree.
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This compared with performance at the 35th and 27th percentilesin the pre-program base line. Analysis of variance showed a clear-cut

significant difference between groups, a difference which was obviouslyattributable to the superiority of performance of pupils in both MODEL Aand MODEL B when compared with the base line groups. Strictly speaking,further analyfsis would normally be required to show that the difference
between groups was attributable to the differences between the base lineand the other groups. However, the mean differences were so clear-cutas to make further analysis appear redundant.

At one ARRIBA school, Waring, a few third-grade students wereenrolled in the program. The 10 pupils who completed the Test de DestrezasBasicas had an average score of 96.0 (standard deviation was 15.7). Thepercentile score of this average was 65.

Prueba De Lecture

Performance of MODEL A, Spanish-dominant pupils was comparedwith the 1968 base line. The results, in Table 6.2, showed that the pro-gram had substantially improved pupil performance.

Table 6.2. PERFORMANCE OF SPANISH- DOMINANT FOURTH-GRADE PUPILS
(IN MODEL A) ON THE PRUEBA DE LECTURA

IIME:111:1111, 1r

Item

Mean Score

Percentile Rank

Standard Deviation.

NUmber of Pupils

Analysis of Variance

Program

Within Groups

1968 Base Line

17.7

5.0

...=1.111111.1NIMM.

8.7

180.0

Model A

31.3*

40.0

23.3

74.0

MS cif F P

9686.7 1 45.8 .001

211.0 252

*Differs from 1968 base line to a statistically significant (14.001)degree.

- 73 -
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MODEL A pupils were at the 40th percentile as compared to the 5th- per-
centile performance of the base line grodp.

In addition to the MODEL A group, 15 pupils in the ARRII3A
program (41.h grade) completed the Prueba de ocura. Me man score VOr
thii pupils was 13.6, equivalent to a score at thp
Thy standald deviation wee very large, 11.1 (Lhe distribuLLon 01 scores
was skewed: the highest raw score was 45; the lowest was zero).

English-Language Performance, English-Dominant Children in MODEL A

Stanford Achievement Teat subtests were used to assess the
performance of pupils in the second grade. Results of this testing,
including comparison with the Spring 1970 base line, are shown in Table 6.3.

TABLE 6.3. PERFORMANCE OF ENGLISH-DOMINANT SECOND-GRADE
"MODEL A" PUPILS ON THE STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT PRIMARY BATTERY II

Item
Word

Meaning
Par.

Meaning Spelling
Word-Study

Skills

Model A grogram (NER63)

Mean Score 9.7* 11.9* 6.8* 24.7*

Grade Equivalent 1.9 1.7 2.3 1.9

Standard Deviation 5.6 7.5 5.6 7.5

Base Line (1970) (N=42)

Mean Score 6.0 8.6 2.1 16.5

Grade Equivalent 1.7 1.6 1.5 1.4

Standard Deviation 3.8 6.3 2.1 6.3

F- df P-

Multivariate F 10.8 4/100 .001

Word Meaning 13.7 1/103 .02

paragraph Meaning 5.7 1/103 .001

Spelling 27.5 1/103 .001

Word Study Skills 34.7 1/103 .001

*Differs from 1970 base line to a statistically significant (p(.02
or better) degree.



The multivariatE analysis of variance showed that all of the differencesbetween the program and base line groups were statistically siraificant.Examination of the grade equivalents of the means showed that programpupils were two months ahead of base-line pupils in Word Meaning, onemonth ahead in Paragraph Meaning, eight months ahead in Spelling, and fivemonths ahead in Word-Study Skills.

Iowa Tests of Basic Skills

Third- and fourth-grade
English-dominant pupils were tested withthe Iowa Tests of Basic Skills. (Level A for the third grade, Level B forthe fourth grade). Results in Table 6.4 showed that, despite the dis-ruptions in the school year performance of English-dominant pupils was,for the most part, similar to that of the base-line group.

As expected, the multivariate analysis of variance revealedclear-cut differences in performance between third- and fourth-gradepupils on all four measures in the base line and program groups, withtnird-graders' grade equivalents around 2.5 on all subjects and fourth-graders' performance around 3.3.

Examination of the four subtests to see if the program pro-duced differences showed that only the Arithmetic difference approachedstatistical significance (p <.15). In the third grade, pupils in theprogram exceeded the base line by about two months of GE score; in thefourth grade, by about ore month of GE score.

The apparent effect of the program on pupil performance inLanguage Usage showed a complex situation: the significant interaction forthis variable suggested that pupil performance in the program was aheadof that in the base line in the third grade, but below that in the fourthgrade.

In Reading, no clearly significant differences were observed atall.

In Vocabulary, the marginal main effect (24:45) for program andthe in4:eraction between program and grade showed that there was a weaktendency for fourth-grade pupils to be slightly behind the base-line groupwhile third graders remained essentially the same as the base-line group.

Given the inconsistency of these effects and the lack of anyreally significant main effect for treatment, the most parsimonious con-clusicn is that there was little difference between performance of English-speaking pupils in the base-line and program groups at the times when theywere tested.
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TABLE 6.4. PERFORMANCE OF ENGLISH-DOMINANT

PUPILS ON IOWA TESTS OF BASIC SKILLS

ONNIIImml

Itern Vocabulary Reading Language Arithmetic
Grade 3

amm Jean GE 2.34 2.49 2.56 2.72

(N=42) SD .63 .57 .50 .72

Base-line Mean GE 2.32 2.35 2.33 2.54

(N=86) SD .59 .61 .53 .69

Grade 4

Program Mean GE 3.00 3.11 3.05 3.47

(N=56 SD .71 46 .72 .80

Base -line Mean GE 3.36 3.23 3.39 3,32

(N=73) SD 1.46 1.19 1.03 .94

Multivariate Analysis of Variance

de
Grade

Multivariate 23.4 4/250 .001
Vocal 55.8 1/253 .001
Reading 53.2 1/253 .001
Language 81.9 1/253 .001
Arithmetic 62.0 1/253 .001

Program

Multivariate 2.67 4/250 .03
Vocal 2.23 1/253 VS**
Reading 0.001 1/253 NS
Language 0.53 1/253 NS
Arithmetic 2.49 1/253 NS**

Interaction
Multivariate 3.01 4/250 .O2
Vocabulary 2.32 4/253 NS**
Reading 1.47 1/253 NS
Language 8.49 1/253 .004
Arithmetic 0.02 1/153 NS

*Within grade levels, mean scores on respective subtesta in 197.1 didnot differ from 1968 base lines to a statistically significant degree.**p <.15.
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Second-Language Performance

Table 6.5 shows the performance of the third- and fourth-grade
Spanish dominant pupils in the various components of the program in
reading English. Program planners stated that beginning with the second
_trade, Spanish-dominant pupils in the Model School programs should grow
one year for each year of English reading instruction. Thus, third-grade
pupils should be reading at about 1.8, fourth-grade pupils should be read-
ing at about 2.8. As can be seen in the table, performance of MODEL A and
MODEL B third-grade pupils was at or above the level specified (with the
exception of MODEL B performance on the Word-Study Skills subtest). In
contrast, the MODEL A fourth-grade group did not reach the desired level
of performance on any test.

Pupils in the ARRIBA program were also tested to obtain a rough
estimate of their performance in English. This testing was conducted late
in June (after the date when school would have ended in a normal year) and
many were absent. In addition, the ARRIBA program included many students
who had arrived after the beginning cy.: the school year and thus were not
eligible to take the test. As a result, the number of pupils taking each
test was low.

Second-language test results in ARRIBA were somewhat below those
of MODEL A and MODEL B. The ARRIBA composite mean score was 1.75 in the
third grade, and even lower 1.60 in the fourth. The low results were
anticipated because of the population served by the ARRIBA program at this
level -- pupils newly arrived from Puerto Rico or other Spanish-language areas.

In order to assess whethe- English second-language performance
in MODEL A was dependent upon the length of time pupils were in the program,
Stanford scores were correlated with the number of years pupils had been
in the program. Partial correlation was used in which the effect of the
degree to which Spanish was used in the home and the effect of the pupil's
having been bon or the mainland was partially out. The correlation obtained
between the number of years and word Meaning score was .03, for Paragraph
Meaning .06, for Spelling .04, and for Word-Study Skills .03. None of the
correlations was statistically significant.

Fourth-grade MODEL A English-dominant pupils were tested in their
second language, Spanish. The test used was the Test de Destrezas Basicas
en Lecture. Performance of this group is shown in Table 6.6. Each subtest
is listed separately because the degree to which knowledge of Spanish is
necessary varies markedly for the subtests. Letter and Word Recognition do
not require real knowledge of Spanish because they involve matching of words
And letters and therefore are probably more dependent on visual disclimina-
tion than one's knowledge of the language. Word and Paragraph Meaning, onthe other hand, require that the children know the language. The average
fourth-grade English-dominant pupil was able to read Spanish on these two
subtexts as well as a native Spanish-speaking third-grade child.



BEST AIMUM

TABLE 6.6. PERFORMANCE OF FCURTH-GRADE MODEL A ENGLISH-DOMINANT*
PUPILS IN SPANISH.

Item WOrd

Recognition
Word
Meanin

Comprehension Composite

Mean Score 62,0 15,6 12.4 91.7

Standard Deviation 4.4 5.6 4.6 15.8

NUmber of Pupils 59 58 57 56

Percentile Rank** 93 60 60 75

*Nine children in this group were of Spanish background, but were
treated as Englisn-dominant in the program. These children knew more
Spanish than other English-dominants and received some Spanish instruction
with Spanish-dominant pupils.

**Percentile rank based on rural norms for third-lrade native Spanish
speakers.

Despite the high level of this performance, the English-dominant
child's ability to read Spanish was unrelated to the length of time he had
been in the program (rm.03).

Evaluators' Comment

Results of this study showed that the program has been very
successful in teaching reading in the Spanish language: Spanish-dominant
students were at least at the AOth and often at the 60th percentile. in
their mother tongue. These results confirmed the findings of the 1971-
1972 evaluation, that!:.Spanith-speaking pupils' mother-tongue performances
have been enhanced greatly Ivor that which was evident in the base-line
group. The results also contained a surprise, that the Spanish reading
performance of English- dominant students was'very good, as good as Spanish-
dominant children one year younger.

In contrast, results obtained for English performance were not
clear-cut. Thay showed significant gains for English-dominant second-
grade children in their mother tongue, but no clear differences for third-
and fourth-grade English speakers in the Program and the Base-line groups.
It ica not clear how to interpret the lack of difference, but two aspects
unrelated to the program might pert...sn: (a) the lack of gain over the base
line might reflect the impact of the strikes; (b) the lack of gain .sight
reflect the fact that the base line already contains some improvement !n
the performance of English-dominant pupils served by the program du, to
t1..e *District 5" reading program mentioned earlier.

90
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There was little difference in English performance of Spanish-
domiaant children from the third to the fourth grade. While the anti-
cipated amount of growth from third to fourth grade was not obtained,
comparison of the 1973 fourth-grade results with the 1972 third-grade
results is instructive. During the one-year period, the average score in-
creased by four months on the Word Meaning subtest, by two months on the
Spelling and Paragraph meaniug subtests, and by five months an the Word-Study Skills subtes. This suggests that the rate of growth during the
fourth grade has bcen heterogeneous and more attention needs to be paid
to program development in some skill areas than in others.

A third area which should receive attention is the fourth-grade
ARRIBA group. There is no apparent reason for these pupils not to be
reading their mother tongue better than the pupils in the base line. This
suggests that attention needs to be given to reading instruction at this
level of the program.
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STUDY?

STANDARDIZED TESTING or RE,DINu T.N THE ''ARRIBA" JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOL CLASSES

In 1971-1972 standardised testing of reading in the Spanish
language was undertaken for the first time in the ARRIBA junior high
schools. Pupils in seventh and eighth grades of the program were com-
pared with a pre-program base line of scores obtained in a 1968 citywide
testing of all Philadelphia pupils of Spanish origin (Dosing, 1968).
Both groups of students were examined using the Spanish version of the
Inter-American Test of Reading, L4-CEs. This is the test designated for
the junior high school by the test maker.

Results of the 1971-1972 study showed that the mean score in
the seventh grade had risen from the 9th to the 25th percentile, and in
the eighth grade from the 8th to the 25th percentile. However, the 1972
performance of ninth-grade pupils was at the 9th percentile, with a raw
score slightly below that of the eighth graders (there was no ninth-grade
pre-program base line).

In the current evaluation (1972-1973) the testing of ARRIBA
junior high school students' reading in Spanish has been partially re-
plicated. Due to strikes during the school year, testing was delayed
from the end -of- March- beginning -of -April period used in the past to the
last week of May, a delay of about two months. This served as partial
compensation for the instructional time lost during the strikes, but it
did not compensate for the time needed to review material when school
resumed after a strike which was nearly as long as a summer vacation.

As a result of these problems, the findings of t'Ais study must
be accepted as tentative.

In addition to the testing-date change, the 1972-1973 study
attempted to ferret out the impact of years of English instruction on
performance in Spanish. This was carried out by using information appear-
ing on the pupil information forms to obtain the number of years in
which program participants were instructed in English between leaving
their mother country and entering the Bilingual Program.
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Procedures

Program

The ARRIBA component was designed to serve Sparish-speaking
pupils who had come to the Philadelphia schools directly from a Spanish
area and other pupils whose performance in regular English classes sugges-
ted that they could be helped by instruction conducted in Spanish. Atthe junior high school level, -first-language courses were
required for all participants in the program, as wall as other coursesin Spanish and ESL. Students who had been in the ARRIBA program before
junior high school received specific instruction in reading in the
Spanish language. In general, elementary school Spanish reading wastaught using the Laidlaw Reading Series. By the junior high school, thesetexts were often replaced with teacher-selected materials designed to
meet the more mature interests of the PAPile.

Instrument

The Inter-American Test of Reading (Level 4, Form CEs) was
used to assess Spanish reading skills of junior high school students.
VocabuIaXY Level of Comprehension, Speed of Comprehension, and Composite
scores were Provided. Norms based on an islandwide sampling of pupils
in Puerto Rican schools were used.

Subjects

The test was administered to all students in :le seventh,
eighth and ninth grades who were present in each junior high school on
the scheduled testing date in the middle of June. Makeups were given
when possible, but many students had ceased attending school because of
the summer heat (testing had intentiorally been delayed as long as
possible because the teachers' strike had so shortened the academic year).
One hundred seventeen pupils were tc.-ted. This was 67% of the pupils
on roll in April.

Method

:sting took place in one session. At Penn Treaty, the
students were gathered in the cafeteria and directions were given by a
Spanish-speaking teacher. At Stoddart-Fleisher, the students remained
in their homerooms and directions were given by a Spanish-speaking
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member of the research staff. In both schools monitoring was done by
both teachers and members of the research staff.

Base line data from a study (Dosing, 1968) conducted before
the institution of the Bilingual Program were available for comparison
with scores obtained by seventh and eighth graders in 1972-1973. In
1968, Spanish-speaking students in the Philadelphia schools through
grade eight took tests which examined Spanish reading ability. The
Inter-American Testi Level 4, CEs was taken by seventh and eighth graders
and the results obtained in that testing were used to determine the pro-
gress which has been made by students in the Bilingual Program.

Analysis

Analysis of variance of raw scores was used to determine whether
pupil performance in the 7th and 8th grades was superior to that of the
pre-program base line group.

The mean and standard deviation were computed for the ninth-
grade pupils because there was no pre-program base line for this grade
level.

A Pierson product-moment correlation coefficient was also
computed between the raw scores obtained on the test and the number of
years in which pupils were involved in English instruction. This analysis
vas confined to the ninth-grade group.

Results

Seventh and Eighth Grades

Overall performance of seventh- and eighth-grade pupils on
the Inter-American test is shown in Table 7.1. Pupils in the program
earned statistically significantly better scores than did students be-
fore the program. However, pupils did not perform as well as had the
similar pupils in the equivalent grade levels in 1971-1972.

Ninth Grade

The 37 ninth-grade pupils had an average raw score of 39.3,
and a standard deviation of 13.3, which put the average program partici-
pant at about the 30th percentile. This was a clear gain over the
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previous year's results at the 9th percentile.

TABLE 7.1. PERFORNMNCE ON INTER-AMERICAN READING

Item

Grade 7

Number of Pupils
Mean Score
Standard Deviation
Percentile of Mean

Grade 8

Number of Pupils
Mean Score
Standard Deviation
Percentile of Mean

TEST it SPANISH (L4-CEs)*

Base line Group ARRIBA Group
1968 1973

97 41
19.1 25.3**
12.3 11.2

9 21

81 39
23.2 29.2**
14.9 12.6

8 16

Analysis of Variance

Source Analysis
MS

Troatment 2159.4
Grade 1047.3
Interaction of Treat & Grade 0.692
within groups 171.5

df F
2.

1 72.6 .(11.71

1 6.1 .02

1 .0C4 NS
254

*Spring Semester norms were used (p.53 of the Test Manual). As
base line data were grouped in 10-point intervals, the 1973 data were
similarly grouped, an: analysis was based on the grouped data. This
resulted in slight differences from the means and standk.rd deviations
Appearing in last year's reports, for which ungrouped data were extracted
from the original answer sheets.

**Differs from base line to a statistically significant (pw.001)
degree.
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Relation of Performance to Amount of En lish Instruction

An attempt was made to determine whether English instruction
in regular classes breaking the continuity of Spanish instruction was
detrimental to the Spanish- reading preformance of program participants.
To this end, a Pierson product-moment correlation coefficient was ob-
tained between the students' test scores and the number of years they
had received instrIction conducted in English. For all students for whom
data were availab: ), a correlation of -.17 (df -29) was obtained, indica-
ting a very weak and statistically insignificant tendency for pupils
with a year or more of instructton English to do more poorly on the
Inter-American test than pupils without the English instruction. However,
it was found that about two-thirds of the pupils had had continuous
Spanish instruction, a fact which probably would keep the correlation
low, even if there was a relationship.

Evaluators' Comment

Overall, results continue to show that the scores of seventh-
and eighth -grade pupils have improved from a base line score attributable
solely to guessing, to a score which, though below grade-level norms,
represents an ability to read the test and do some work on it. There
was a small decline in scores from 1972-1973 for seventh- and eighth-
grade pupils, as expected because of the strike.

In contrast to these small declines, the ninth-grade pupils
performed better in 1973 than they had the previous year. As 59% of the
pupils in the ninth-grade group had participated in the program in the
previous year, this gain may reflect the cumulative effect of program
participation.
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STUDY 8

EFFECT OF PARTICIPATION IN THE "ARRIBA" PROGRAM IN TENTH GRADE
(N CRADUATIOU PREVRIAVC2 IN TWELFTH GRADE

One major objective of the ARRIBA compcnent was to reduce
dropout incidence of pupils in its high school level.. The last two
evaluation reports (Offenberg, 1972, 1973) showed that the program was
effective in preventing pupils from dropping out during the echoci year.

In both years, the percentage of program participants drop-ping out between October and March was computed. The results of these
computations were compared with parallel data for Spanish-speaking
pupils attending Edison, Kensington, Franklin, and Penn high schools in
1969, the year prior to the beginning of the Bilingual Program. Resultswere very similar in both years. For example, in 1971-1972 the dropout
incidence was reduced from 25.1% to 8.5% in the tenth grade and.from
22.7% to 9.5% in the eleventh grade. The dropout rate showed littlechange in the twelfth grade, from a low 6% to 8%. The pattern in these
results suggested that the program was effective in eliminating most
tenth- and eleventh grade dropouts during the time when school was insession for pupils who were enrolled in ARRIBA program offerings.

This analysis might be criticized for two reasons. First,
dropout-incidence reductions might be maintained only during the period
when pupils were actually receiving instruction in the ARRIBA component.
If this were so, the dropout incidence might rise sharply for pupil'
during subsequent years if they had no contact with the program.

Secondly, dropout reductions might occur during those partsof the year examined in the previous studies (October to March) only to
increase in the parts of the year not examined. For example, many parti-
cipants discouraged from leaving school by the program might withdraw
during the late spring and summer hiatus.

The real function of computing dropout rates was to show
whether the ARRIBA program has increased the probability that a student
will graduate from school. If it were known that a pupil has graduated,
it would also be known that he did not leave over vacation intervals or
during the years before graduation which followed his participation in
the program.

Since 1970, a student-by-student record has been kept for
program participants. This recozd permitted the project to answer the
question of the effect of participation in the ARRIBA program three yearsago on the actual proportion of pupila who graduated from school in the
current year. This study addressed itself to answering that question.
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Procedure

Program

The MIRA component high school program remained basically
unchanged over the three years during which the students examined in
this study were in school. Course work was offered in ESL and Spanish
work in Spanish as a first language, science (including biJlogy and
chemistry), social studies, and mathematics (including algebra, geometry).Over the three years when the pupils were in school, course work in
commercial subjects in Spanish was added t'.) the Kensington program.
Students who were Spanish-dominant or very fluent in Spanish and wereenrolled in the four schools in which the program operated had the option
of selecting (with their counselors' advice) one or more courses offered
by the ARRIBA component each year.

Evaluation

The evaluation, WAS designed to answer the question, "Are
Latino students who partimpate in the ARRIBA program in the 10th grade
mare likely to graduate thvee years later than are those who do not
participate in the tenth wade?"

Subjects

The subjects of this study consisted of all students listedin the citywide pupil direavry as Spanish-speaking in the tenth grade
in December 1970. Accordinv to the School District's Division of
Administrative and Survey Research, if the dominant language in the
pupil's home was Spaniih, tte pupil's name should Appear in the file of
Spanish-speakixs. One hundred sixty-four students Appeared in the projects
pupil-information file as teath-grade ARRIBA pupils in 1970. One hundred
two (62.2%) of these pupils Appeared in the file obtained from the
Division of Administrative iukiSurvey Research. (It is not clear whether
someone decided that the remaining 37.8% of the program participants
were judged by the schools to be from English-dOelhant homes or were
missed through poor information gathering.)

The 102 pupils who appeared in both the project file and the
Administrative and Survey Research file constituted the group of subjects
in the "program group." All 51:udents not listed in the LET'S BE AMOS
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pupil-information file were treated as controls.

Three possible biases were operating in this comparison
group which would tend to make the control group have a higher percen-tage of pupils graduating than the experimental group if tho program hadno effect. First, in the high schools in which the program was operating,students who were guided by counselors into ARRIBA classes were generally
felt to he those who were having difficulty in performing in regular,
English-speaking classes. The result of this procedure was a bias in
favor of control-group students in schools where ARRIBA was offered.
Secondly, students were classified on the basis of their participation
in ARRIBA. as tenth graders. Among those pupils in the program were somewho could have chosen not to participate in subsequent grades. Thiscrossing over of pupils was likely to result in underestimation of the
true impact of the program. Thirdly, as the ARUBA component serves highschools with very low socioeconomic status, (Sixty-one percent of thefamilies of pupils at Penn, 30% at Franklin, 47% at Kensington, and 39%
at Edison receive Aid to Families of Dependent Children. These schoolsrank 1, 3, 4, and 7 o2 the 27 high schools in the city in terms of theproportion of families receiving AFDC.) Spanish-dominant children out-side the ARRIBA schools are of higher socioeconomic status. Control-
group pupils would then be from areas where the anticipated graduationrate would be higher.

While there was no clean way of eliminating any of the three
problems, making two different sets of comparisons would change the
impact of each of the problems. In the first set of comparisons, pro-
gram students were compared with Spanish-dominant students from all overthe city. This reduced the impact of the first and second biases above
at the expense of adding th. third. Comparison of program students with
Spanish- dominant students at oniy their own school eliminated the thirdbias but increased the impact of the first and second. To provide asfair a representation of program outcome as possible, both control-
group comparisons were made. in compiling the data for this study, the
102 students in the ARRIBA program were compared with the 326 Spanish-
speaking students in the pmpil directory but not in the ARRIBA program,
on a citywide basis, and also with the 196 Spanish pupils not partici-
pating in the program who were enrolled in tenth grade in schools servedby the program.
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method

The current pupil directory was used to locate any pupils
who had changed schools due to moving. Graduation lists were then
checked to determine whether each studen'.. had graduated in the Spring
of 1973.

Analysis,

Percentage of pupils graduating was computed for each group,
and chi- squares were computed to determine the statistical significance
of the differences observed.

Re3ults

Table 8.1 compares tenth-grade program pupils with Spanish-
dominant pupils citywide. This is the analysis in which the control-
group was biased by high socioeconomic status. As can be seen in the
table, despite the possibility of this bias, there were strong, stat-
tistically significant differences in favor of the program, with
participants 1.8 times as likely to graduate as the base line group.

TABLE 8.1 GRADUATION RATES OF SPANISH-DOMINANT PUPILS
GRADE 10 IN DECEMBER 1970

Group
Gradu^ted Not Graduated Total
N % N N %

In ABRIBA

Not in ARRIBA (Citywide)

38

68

(37.3)

(20.9)

64

258

(62.7)

(79.1)

102

326

(100)

(100)

Chi - square 10.3, df 2 1, p*005

. ..-
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Cceparison of students in the program with others in their
own schools is shown in Table 8.2. This comparison was probably biased

4. by selection of pupils for the program: pupils whose counselors thought
would have difficulty in English classes were more likely to be en-
rolled in this program than pupils who were doing well in school. As
can be seen in this table, the statistically significant results were
even more dramatic in this set of comparisons: program students were
more than three times as likely to graduate as were other Spanish-dominant
students in the same school.

.dp ,

,
11-c

.

.
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From these figures it was easy to calculate the graduation
rate of pupils in schools other than those served by the program--
schools with a much higher socioeconomic status and schools offering
special vocatinal an4 technical programs. The result was 57%.

TABLE 8.2. GRADUATION RATES OF SPANISH-DOMINANT PUPILS
IN GRADE 10 IN DEMME:A 1970

--4--"." Graduated Not Graduated totalGro N N % N %

In ARRIBA

Not in ARRIBA (Same School)

38

21

(37.3)

(10.7)

64

175

(62.7)

189.3)

102

196

(100)

(100)

Chi-square 57.4, df go 1, pcu:001

Evaluators' Convent
;

The results of the study confirm previous evidence that pupils
enrolled in the Bilingual Program are completing school at a higher
rate than are similar students in regular classes.

The large discrepancy between the rates for ARRIBA and non-
ARRIBA pupils at the four high schools served is especially deserving
of attention. Given the selection procedure used (counselors' recom-
mendations) to enroll students in ARRIBA and the bias.reallting in
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favor of nonprogram students, discrepancy was initially a surprise.
However, consideration of a finding in last year's evaluation may
explain this outcome. In a follow-up o pupils enrolled in regular
classes (Offenberg, 1973) it appeared that there might be a discrepancy
between the amount of English needed for a counselor to recommend that
a pupil be enrolled in a regular English-language classroom and the
amount of English needed to succeed in that classroom. The large dis-
crepancy between dropout rates of ARRIBA students and of other Spanish-
dominant students in the same schools might be attributed to a similar
phenomenon.
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